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ABSTRACT
Strongly interacting many-body systems remain a central challenge of modern physics.
Recent developments in the field of ultracold atomic physics have opened a new window
onto this enduring problem. Experimental progress has revolutionized the approach to
studying many-body systems and the exotic behaviors that emerge in these systems. It is
now possible to engineer and directly measure a variety of models that can capture the
essential features of real materials without the added complexity of disorder, impurities,
or complicated or irregular geometries. The parameters of these models can be freely
tuned with tremendous precision. These experimental realizations are an ideal setting in
which to test and calibrate computational many-body methods that can provide insight
and quantitative understanding to many of the open questions in condensed matter and
many-body physics. In this thesis we study several models of strongly interacting
many-fermion systems using cutting-edge numerical techniques including
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) mean-field theory and auxiliary-field quantum Monte
Carlo (AFQMC). We explore the exotic phases and behaviors that emerge in these
systems, beginning with finite-momentum pairing states in attractive spin-polarized
fermions. We next demonstrate the unique capability of AFQMC to treat systems with
spin-orbit coupling (SOC). We obtain high-precision, and in many cases numerically
exact, results on SOC systems that can eventually be compared directly to experiment.
The first system we highlight is the attractive Fermi gas with Rashba SOC, which
displays unconventional pairing, charge, and spin properties. We then study the
coexistence of charge and superfluid order, as well as topological signatures, in attractive
lattice fermions with Rashba SOC. Our results provide a new, high-accuracy
understanding of a strongly interacting many-body system and its exotic behaviors.
These techniques can serve as a general framework for the treatment of strong
interactions and SOC in many-body systems, and provide a foundation for future work
on exotic phases in models and real materials.
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EXOTIC PHASES IN ATTRACTIVE FERMIONS: CHARGE ORDER, PAIRING,
AND TOPOLOGICAL SIGNATURES

CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Exotic states of matter, including high-Tc superconductivity and topological phases,
have long been a focus of condensed matter physics. Yet, many of these behaviors have
eluded conclusive experimental detection and characterization in real materials. This difficulty arises primarily from the complexity of real materials as well as the fact that their
structural and electromagnetic properties are fixed and therefore provide limited access
to the parameter space in which these exotic phases might exist. Recent progress in cold
atom physics has opened a new window onto these phenomena. The combination of several
innovative experimental techniques, including optical lattice potentials and Feschbach resonances has spurred remarkable growth in the field of quantum simulation using ultracold
atomic gases [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
Ultracold atoms provide an ideal platform for the study of many-body physics. A
standard approach in condensed matter physics is to build a simple model designed to
capture the physics of a real material. The theoretical insights obtained from studying the
model are then tested using measurements done on the material. A crucial challenge of
this approach is the construction of the model, which must be theoretically or numerically

2

tractable without omitting essential features of the material. This limitation can make
it difficult to disentangle the various factors that lead to a particular emergent behavior,
including which properties of the material are primarily responsible for that behavior. It
also prevents careful calibration of precision many-body techniques via direct comparison
to high-accuracy experimental data.
Modern experiments with ultracold atoms enable a new approach. Instead of building
a model based on a material and comparing theoretical results from that model with
experimental probes of the material, cold atom experiments are now capable of engineering
a variety of lattice models [8, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. These model systems can be measured
and compared directly to theoretical and numerical results. Because these systems are
clean and can be tuned with great precision it is possible to isolate and measure specific
system properties, and the resulting emergent phenomena, with exceptional control over
nearly all system parameters. This flexibility offers opportunities to study and observe
physics beyond what is accessible in real material systems.
This expanding experimental horizon has generated tremendous opportunities for theoretical and numerical many-body methods. Strongly-correlated many-body systems are
a notoriously challenging problem, particularly the ab initio treatment of real materials.
Experiments with ultracold atoms provide high accuracy measurements that can calibrate
and test theoretical and computational approaches, which can then be applied to other
models and more realistic systems. These techniques can also help guide experimental
efforts in search of delicate phases by providing precision benchmarks and careful quantitative characterizations of those phases. A thorough understanding and description of
these phases will have important implications across an array of fields, from condensed
matter to nuclear physics, with applications ranging from spintronics to quantum computation and information.
The focus of this dissertation is the physics of many-body systems in the context
3

of ultracold atoms, studied using a set of numerical techniques including Hartree-FockBogoliubov (HFB) mean-field theory [15, 16] and auxiliary-field quantum Monte Carlo
(AFQMC) [17, 18, 19]. Motivated by the experimental progress highlighted above, we first
consider the case of spin-polarized attractive fermions in 3D optical lattices. In the appropriate parameter regimes this system is believed to support an exotic superconducting
phase with finite-momentum Cooper pairs. This phase, known as the Fulde-Ferrell-LarkinOvchinnikov (FFLO) phase, was first proposed over 50 years ago [20, 21], but continues
to elude conclusive detection. Given how challenging its observation has proven to be,
reliable determination of the parameter regimes in which the phase is stable, and its characteristics, remains an important goal. We study the ground state properties of the FFLO
phase, including its pairing, charge and spin behavior, and also systematically scan the
density-polarization phase space to determine the regions of stability for the phase in 3D.
Another exciting recent development is the ability to generate artificial gauge fields in
cold atom systems. This enables the realization of models with spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
[22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. The AFQMC method is uniquely suited to study these types
of models. This thesis highlights the capabilities of the technique, which we discovered
can obtain high-precision, in many cases numerically exact, results for systems with SOC.
We present two applications of the method to study the effects of Rashba SOC in manyfermion systems, both of which provide some of the first numerically exact results on these
systems. The first explores the momentum, spin, and pairing properties of the attractive
2D Fermi gas with Rashba SOC, and the second examines coexisting charge and superfluid
order as well as topological behavior in attractive 2D lattice fermions with Rashba SOC.
The combination of strong interactions with spin-imbalance or SOC makes these systems compelling candidates for the observation of many fascinating phenomena. The
unique, powerful computational approaches we have developed provide crucial, quantitative insight onto these realistic strongly interacting systems, each of which is within reach
4

of cold atom experiments. In addition, these techniques offer a systematic approach to
the treatment of a variety of many-body systems, including more realistic models as well
as real materials. Together with the experimental progress highlighted above, this work is
an important step towards more general solutions to the challenging many-body problem.
Each of the following chapters is a self-contained study of a many-fermion system,
viewed through the lens of ultracold atoms.

Chapter 2 is a study of exotic, finite-

momentum (FFLO) pairing states in cold atoms trapped in optical lattices. These results
are obtained using HFB mean-field theory. The remaining chapters concern the physics
of spin-orbit coupling. Each system is treated using AFQMC. The method, including the
extensions necessary to study spin-orbit coupled systems, is discussed in Chapter 3. The
subsequent two chapters present applications of the technique. Chapter 4 explores the
ground-state properties of the 2D Fermi gas with Rashba spin-orbit, and Chapter 5 examines the effect of Rashba spin-orbit coupling on attractive 2D lattice fermions. Chapter 6
provides a summary and outlook.

5

CHAPTER 2
FFLO order in ultra-cold atoms in
three-dimensional optical lattices
In the past two decades remarkable progress in cold atom physics has opened a new
frontier in the construction and precise control of quantum systems. Following the development of a number of important experimental techniques, including Feshbach resonances
and optical lattices, it was quickly suggested that ultra-cold atomic gases provide an ideal
setting for the realization and investigation of a variety of exotic physical phenomena [28].
These systems provide experimental analogues to many condensed matter systems, but are
also highly tunable and free of disorder. As mentioned in Chapter 1, these experiments
represent an exciting opportunity to simulate the fundamental mechanisms and models of
condensed matter physics, for instance Cooper pairing of fermions and the Hubbard model,
without the additional complexities presented by real materials. A number of experiments
have already demonstrated the possibilities for ultra-cold atomic gases, including inducing
superfluidity in fermionic systems and probing the BEC-BCS crossover [29, 30, 31, 32].
In light of these advances, one system that has attracted considerable interest is an
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ultra-cold atomic gas in an optical lattice with unequal populations of two hyperfine states.
The hyperfine states can be seen as two distinct spin species, and an attractive interaction
can be induced between them, with its strength tunable, using a Feshbach resonance.
This system represents an experimental simulation of the attractive fermionic Hubbard
model. It was first suggested by Fulde and Ferrell (FF)[20], and separately by Larkin and
Ovchinnikov (LO)[21], that the mismatched Fermi surfaces in a polarized system of this
type could result in an instability to the formation of a condensate of finite-momentum
electron pairs. However, the FFLO phase has eluded conclusive detection for nearly fifty
years. Considering how challenging the observation of this phase has proven to be, reliable
determination of the parameter domain in which this phase might exist, and its properties,
remains an important goal.
Many efforts have been made, using a variety of theoretical and numerical techniques,
to achieve this goal and to characterize the properties of the FFLO phase. However, in
most cases these studies were limited to targeted states, fixed size simulation cells or to
one- and two-dimensional lattices [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. Three-dimensional lattices are
in many ways the most direct and natural for optical lattice experiments with ultra-cold
atomic gases, so these systems offer the most realistic possibility of observing FFLO states.
With this in mind, we map the density-polarization phase diagram for spin-imbalanced
fermions with attractive interactions in a 3D optical lattice in the present study.
While 3D systems may present great opportunities to observe the FFLO state experimentally, they present a considerable computational challenge. We carry out detailed
calculations using the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov theory, which is the simplest quantitative
approach. At the minimum, results from these mean-field calculations provide a qualitative understanding of the nature of the phases in a large region of the parameter space,
and propose candidate phases for more elaborate (and computationally intensive) manybody approaches. In fact, comparisons [40] with quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) results
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[41] indicate that mean-field results provide not only qualitative but quantitatively useful
information in the doped repulsive Hubbard model, which is closely related to the present
model. Thus, a second goal of our study is to obtain numerically robust mean-field results
to provide a foundation for QMC calculations on the same system.
Despite the simple nature of the mean-field approach, the determination of the correct
ground state in the 3D lattice is far from straightforward [42]. To determine the stability
of states that have 3D spatial dependence of the order parameter requires the use of
cubic simulation cells, which quickly become computationally expensive as the system
size increases. Additionally, 3D systems permit a wider range of potential ground-states,
meaning the energy landscape will have more local minima and ground-state searches
need to be increasingly thorough. We focus on moderate interaction strengths (U/t ≤ 5),
where this approach is most reliable. Several strategies are employed, using large scale
computations, to validate the solutions and the extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit.
We find that, at high to intermediate densities, the ground state phase is of the
canonical LO form independently of interaction strength, with counter-propagating pairs
and order parameter going to zero on a regularly spaced array of parallel planes. This
is the domain in which the effect of the optical lattice is most apparent on the shape
of the Fermi surfaces, and consequently on the ground state phases. At low density,
the Fermi surfaces become more spherical, as they would be in the continuum, and we
find that the ground state is characterized by a superposition of pairs with non parallel
momenta. In this region, where the impact of the optical lattice is less significant and these
higher-dimensional states emerge, a larger interaction is required to induce pair ordering.
Systematic information is obtained on the ground-state properties, especially in the first
parameter regime. The physical origin of the phases and their connection to the Fermi
surface topology and pairing are discussed.
Below we first describe our computational approach in Sec. 2.1. In Sec. 2.2 the results
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for the first parameter regime, namely at high to intermediate densities, are presented,
with discussions of the effects of density and polarization, and of the interaction strength.
Results more relevant to the continuum limit, i.e., at low densities are then discussed in
Sec. 2.3. We conclude this chapter with a summary in Sec. 3.4.

2.1

Method

The starting Hamiltonian we study is,

H=−

X
(ij)σ

tij c†iσ cjσ

−

X
i

h
U ni↑ ni↓ + µni + mi
2


,

(2.1)

where ciσ is a fermionic annihilation operator of spin σ on site i , niσ = c†iσ ciσ , ni = ni↑ +ni↓
and mi = ni↑ − ni↓ . We will only consider the Hubbard dispersion, i.e., tij = t if (ij) = hiji
(i and j are near-neighbors) and tij = 0 otherwise. The interaction will be attractive, so
U > 0. Further, we will be in the regime of negative scattering length, since we will be
concerned with U/t ≤ 5, as mentioned earlier. (A two-body bound state first appears at
U/t = 7.91355 for the Hubbard dispersion. See, e.g. Ref. [43]) The chemical potential µ
and the “magnetic field” h in the Hamiltonian control the density, n, and the polarization,
P
p. Given a supercell of N lattice sites, these are defined by nσ ≡ i hniσ i/N : n = n↑ + n↓ ,
m = n↑ − n↓ , and p ≡ m/n. The system is completely specified by the three parameters
U/t, n, and p.
Our analysis of this Hamiltonian was performed using Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov theory. We transform the Hamiltonian into a diagonalizable form by employing a standard
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mean-field approximation,

X

U ni↑ ni↓ =

i

X

U c†i↑ ci↑ c†i↓ ci↓

i

X n † †
→
U hci↑ ci↓ ici↓ ci↑ + hci↓ ci↑ ic†i↑ c†i↓
i

+

hc†i↑ ci↑ ic†i↓ ci↓

+

hc†i↓ ci↓ ic†i↑ ci↑

o
,

(2.2)

with constant terms omitted from the expression above for brevity.
The FFLO phase is most distinctly characterized by a spatially modulated pairing
order parameter. In order to accurately determine the relative stability of FFLO states
with different real-space structures, we perform our calculations on simulation cells whose
shapes accommodate those structures. The simulation cells are characterized by three basis
vectors, L1 , L2 and L3 , whose components are integers. Once the cell shape is chosen, we


P
introduce Bloch states, defined as cj (k) ∝ L cj+L exp ik · L where L is a vector on the
Bravais lattice having L1 , L2 and L3 as basis vectors, i.e. L = l1 L1 + l2 L2 + l3 L3 , and k is
a vector that varies freely within the first Brillouin zone of the simulation cell reciprocal
lattice. We use twist-averaged boundary conditions in all of our calculations.
Having applied the mean-field approximation, we can use the Bloch states described
P
above to write the Hamiltonian as a sum of decoupled k-dependent pieces, H = k H(k),
of the form




∆
 H↑ (k)

† T
H(k) = [c†↑ c↓ ] 
 [c↑ c↓ ]
∆†
−HT↓ (G − k)

(2.3)

where c↑ and c↓ represent an array (row) of operators, {ci↑ (k)} and {ci↓ (G − k)} with the
index i running over the N sites of the simulation cell. The vector G is defined so that
θ = G · L is the twist angle of the pairing order parameter after a translation by L. H
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and ∆ are N × N matrices with elements
[Hσ (k)]ij = −tij (k) + δij (Diσ − µ − sσ h/2)

(2.4)

[∆]ij = δij ∆i .
In the above equation tij (k) =

P

L

exp(ik · L)ti,j+L , s↑/↓ = ±1 and Diσ , ∆i , µ and h are

determined by the requirement that the Free energy F = hHi − T S is a minimum for the
target average densities nσ . All of our calculations are performed at T /t = 0.01. This
amounts to the following self-consistency equations
Diσ = −U
∆i = −U

Z

dkhc†iσ0 (k)ciσ0 (k)i

Z

dkhci ↓ (k)ci ↑ (k)i
XZ
−1
nσ = N
dkhc†iσ (k)ciσ (k)i.

(2.5)

i

where in the first equation σ 0 is the opposite of σ.
We make the following initial ansatz for the spatial form of the order parameter,

(0)

∆i =

X

iq·ri
∆(0)
.
q e

(2.6)

q

This represents a summation of plane wave modes characterized by a set of symmetry(0)

related pairing vectors q. The spiral (FF) phase corresponds to a single ∆q 6= 0 or, in
(0)

(0)

real space, to ∆i ∝ eiq·ri . The linear (LO) phase has ∆±q 6= 0 with q ∝ (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1),
(0)

or (1, 1, 1) and ∆i

∝ cos(q · ri ). In addition, we consider 2D structures of the form

∆i ∝ cos(qy · ri ) + cos(qz · ri ), with qy = |q|(0, 1, 0) and qz = |q|(0, 0, 1), and 3D structures
of the form ∆i ∝ cos(qx · ri ) + cos(qy · ri ) + cos(qz · ri ), with qx = |q|(1, 0, 0) and qy , qz
as before.
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FIG. 2.1: Determining the nature of the FFLO state. The free energies of linear pairing-wave
states with q ∝ (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), and (1, 1, 1) are compared for n = 0.76, p = 0.23684 at
U/t = 5.0. Here a scan over |q| has been performed to determine the optimal |q| and the
corresponding minimum free energy, which is indicated for each q-direction by the dashed line.
The three insets illustrate the simulation cells used to obtain each curve. In this case the ground
state has q ∝ (0, 0, 1).
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Our procedure allows us an unbiased search of the ground state within the general
(0)

form of the candidate orders which are tested. Different choices of ∆i determine different
shapes of the simulation cell which, in turn, constrain the form of the self-consistent
∆i . A typical example, for a linear phase, might have L1 = (1, 0, 0), L2 = (0, 1, 0), and
L3 = (0, 0, 50). After the shape of the simulation cell has been selected, we perform a scan
over |q| to determine the optimal |q| corresponding to the minimum energy ground state
for each q-direction (or for the higher-dimensional structures, the minimum energy for
each set of q’s). For each calculation in the scan, we sum over a sufficiently dense k-grid
to remove all finite-size effect except for the constraint on the form of the order from the
shape of the simulation cell. In the case above, for example, our calculation would use a
k-point grid which has dimensions of a few in the L3 direction and a few hundred in the
L1 and L2 directions. This technique allows the calculation to accommodate the spatial
modulation of the phase and approach the thermodynamic limit.
This procedure is sketched schematically for linear phases in Fig. 2.1. The calculations
are to determine the true ground state among pair-ordered states with pairing vector q
directed along either (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), or (1, 1, 1). For each q-direction we perform a scan to
determine the optimal |q|, varying the simulation cell size to ensure that it is commensurate
with the targeted value of |q|. To rule out orders other than linear, we carry out searches
for the 2D and 3D structures described above. Further, we increase the simulation cell
size in directions other than q to verify the stability of the solution.

2.2

Optical lattice regime

We first consider the region of high to intermediate densities and low polarizations,
where the characteristics of the ground-state phases of the system are significantly impacted by the presence of the optical lattice. This effect is most clearly reflected in the
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FIG. 2.2: Illustration of the real-space properties of the LO state. Shown is the ground state
at U/t = 3.0, with n = 0.96 and p = −0.041667. (The ↓-spin is chosen to be the majority spin
in this work.) The densities are plotted as a stacked bar chart, with the total density indicated
by the green dashed line. The difference between the densities, the spin density, is plotted in
red. The pairing order parameter is plotted in black. The domain wall character of the pairing
wave is evident here and the amplitude of the order parameter is large.
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shape of the Fermi surface. At high density the Fermi surfaces of both spin species are
very distinct from their spherical counterparts in the continuum. The nature of the pairing mechanism and its connection to the shape of the Fermi surfaces is further discussed
below.
As described in Sec. 2.1, the set of pairing wave vectors that leads to the minimum
energy state determines the spatial structure of the pairing order parameter of that state.
We find that in the optical lattice regime the system favors states with two q vectors,
which results in an order parameter that is a linear pairing wave. The spiral state is
energetically less favorable and never found to be the ground state in the regime we have
investigated. This is similar to the situation in 2D [35] and is consistent with the results
from the 3D repulsive Hubbard model [42] after particle-hole mapping. The properties of
the linear phases, including the direction of the q vectors, exhibit dependence on density
and polarization, and will be discussed in detail in Sec. 2.2.1.
In Fig. 2.2, we present a characteristic example of the linear LO phase, in order to
illustrate some of its real space properties. The ground state at these parameters is found
to have q ∈ {|q|(0, 0, 1), |q|(0, 0, −1)}. At small polarizations and high densities such as
this particular case, the domain wall nature of the pairing wave is evident. The densities of
both spin species exhibit spatial modulation, with the density of the majority equal to the
density of the minority at the peak of the order parameter. The greatest difference between
the minority and majority density occurs at the nodes of the order parameter. This results
in a peak of the spin density, which can be understood as the localization of excess spin
at the nodes of the order parameter. The quantity α ≡ m π/|q| characterizes the total
density of the excess spin within each nodal region (a stack of planes perpendicular to q).
The overall charge density of the system shows no significant modulation in this case.
The momentum-space properties of the same state are plotted in Fig. 2.3 using the
gradient of the momentum distribution. This quantity gives the position of the underlying
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Fermi surface which, as shown later (Fig. 2.5), need not coincide with the non-interacting
one. Illustrated on the plot is the pairing construction, k → −k + q, by which electrons
near the Fermi surfaces of the two different spin species form pairs with finite momentum
q. In this case, a slight modification of the shape of the interacting Fermi surfaces from the
non-interacting ones allows electrons along large sections of both Fermi surfaces to form
pairs with a single pair of q’s with common magnitude |q|. The resulting order parameter
is a sum of plane waves, whose collective interference serves to lower the energy of the state
and produce the standing wave structure visualized in Fig. 2.2. For the set of parameters
corresponding to the state in the figure, and the slice of momentum-space plotted, a large
fraction of the Fermi surface is smeared as a consequence of pair formation. The sharp
features at the bottom of the minority Fermi surface identify a region where the Fermi
surface is still intact and remains un-gapped. This is consistent with α 6= 1 and a metallic
nodal region [35]. In this case, the intact portion of the minority Fermi surface is small,
indicating that most of the electrons near the Fermi surface have paired.
Having highlighted the important features of the FFLO phase in the optical lattice
regime, in both real and momentum space, we will now discuss in more detail the effect
of density, polarization, and interaction strength on these features. A final phase diagram
summarizing all our calculations is then presented in Sec. 2.2.2.

2.2.1

Density and polarization

In this section we examine in further detail the characteristics of the ground-state
phases as they depend on density and polarization. At each selected interaction strength
U/t, we map out the complete n-p phase diagram. The behavior of the linear phase as
a function of polarization, for n = 0.96, n = 0.60 and n = 0.24 at U/t = 4 is illustrated
in Fig. 2.4. At large polarizations, near the onset of pairing order, the order parameter is
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FIG. 2.3: Momentum-space properties of the ground-state at U/t = 3.0 with n = 0.96 and
p = −0.041667. Above the white dashed line is the top half of the Fermi surface of the majority
spin species (↓), and below is the bottom half of the minority (↑) Fermi surface, for a 2D slice
in the kx -kz plane at ky = 0. The non-interacting Fermi surfaces are plotted using a dashed
blue line. The interacting Fermi surfaces have a similar shape, slightly modified from the noninteracting ones, so a collection of pairs can form with a common q (drawn in red) by the
k → −k + q construction. The sharp segments of the Fermi surface (along the bottom edge of
the figure) indicate regions where electrons have not paired.
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FIG. 2.4: Plot of max(∆) and |q|/π versus polarization for n = 0.96, 0.60, and 0.24 at an
interaction strength of U/t = 4. The transition from a ground state with q ∝ (1, 1, 1) to one
with q ∝ (0, 0, 1) can be seen around p = 0.08 for n = 0.96 and n = 0.60 where the value of α
(inset) drops dramatically. This transition is indicated by the vertical dashed line in the inset.
The states in the green shaded region have q ∝ (1, 1, 1) and those in the unshaded region have
q ∝ (0, 0, 1).
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small, large portions of the Fermi surfaces of the two spin species remain ungapped, and
those that are gapped remain sufficiently sharp to be precisely located. As the polarization
decreases, pairing is enhanced and the pairing order parameter increases as expected.
Lower polarization is also where it is more likely to have (1, 1, 1) order, and a transition
to it from (0, 0, 1) can be seen in the figure where the value of α increases significantly
(going from high to low polarization), for n = 0.96 and n = 0.60. The appearance of
(1, 1, 1) order involves larger Fermi surface reconstructions, in a way similar to the nesting
mechanism for the formation of spin-density waves in the 3D repulsive case [42].
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 visualize and compare the momentum- and real-space properties,
respectively, for different values of the polarization. As already discussed, the underlying
Fermi surface of the LO phase can deviate from the non-interacting one. The numerical
solution can be understood by the momentum space nesting caused by the surface reconstruction and the pairing mechanism that ensues. At large polarizations, a larger q
is required, and smaller portions of the Fermi surface can support pairing, hence weaker
order parameter. Eventually, as one moves farther from the transition and deeper into
the LO phase, the Fermi surface is heavily smeared, the order parameter comprises many
(collinear) momenta. Correspondingly, in real space the order parameter remains purely
sinusoidal, the density modulation is weak, and the excess spin is not localized at large
polarization. As the polarization decreases, the physics is better understood in the language of weakly interacting domain walls, with the excess spin more localized at the nodes
of the order parameter, and strong density modulation.
Figure 2.4 also captures the behavior of the ground state properties as a function of
density. At high densities the presence of the underlying lattice has a significant effect on
the shape of the Fermi surface. For states at high density |q| is large compared to states
at the same polarization but lower density. Additionally, the effect of polarization on |q|
is more prominent at higher density, where a larger spin imbalance is required to achieve
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FIG. 2.5: Comparison of the momentum-space properties of the linear phase at U/t = 4,
n = 0.60, for p = −0.13333 (left) and p = −0.3 (right). At large polarization the system
requires a large |q| to form electron pairs. The modification of the interacting Fermi surfaces
from the non-interacting ones is very apparent in the right panel. This modification allows
more electrons to participate in pairing. As the polarization decreases the non-interacting
Fermi surfaces of the two species become closer in size and more similar shape, so pairing can
occur with less modification of the interacting Fermi surfaces and a smaller |q|.
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FIG. 2.6: Comparison of the real-space properties of the linear phase at U/t = 4, n = 0.60, for
p = −0.13333 on the left and p = −0.3 on the right. At small polarization the pairing wave
has domain walls, with localized excess spin. As the polarization increases the pairing wave
becomes sinusoidal and the amplitude decreases.
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FIG. 2.7: Density-polarization phase diagrams at several values of interaction strength. Circles
indicate a solution with q ∝ (1, 1, 1), and squares indicate q ∝ (0, 0, 1). The black triangles
represent a solution without order. The color scale gives the value of α = mπ/|q| (note that
this scale is different for the three diagrams). The solid black and red lines represent phase
boundaries. The black lines indicate the transition from an unordered state to an ordered state
with q ∝ (0, 0, 1), and the red lines in the right two panels indicate the transition from an
ordered state with q ∝ (0, 0, 1) to one with q ∝ (1, 1, 1). The dashed orange and green lines
are the estimates (see text) of the regions where the system could support an ordered solution
with q in the given direction.

the same polarization than is required at a lower density. This effect can be seen, for
example, by comparing the slopes of |q|/π vs. p for n = 0.96 and n = 0.24. The slope of
the n = 0.96 curve is significantly steeper than the slope of the n = 0.24 curve. Also, all
values of |q| are smaller for n = 0.24 compared to n = 0.60 and n = 0.96, which reflects
the smaller mismatch between Fermi surfaces at lower density.

2.2.2

Interaction strength

In Fig. 2.7 we summarize the phase diagrams for three values of interaction strength.
The interaction strength plays a significant role in determining the stability of pair ordered ground-state phases. The LO ground state becomes more stable as the polarization
decreases and the interaction strength increases. This behavior is evident in the phase
diagrams for U/t = 3, U/t = 4 and U/t = 5, which show that the area of phase space
occupied by an ordered state grows larger with increasing interaction strength. The trend
suggests that as the Fermi surfaces of the two spin species become closer and more similar
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FIG. 2.8: Comparison of real-space properties at p = −0.125, n = 0.80 for U/t = 3, 4, and 5
(from left to right). As the interaction strength increases the pairing wave begins to develop
domain walls, and the amplitude increases. Additionally, the excess spin becomes more strongly
localized at the nodes of the order parameter, and the density modulations grow. At U/t = 3, 4
the state has q ∝ (1, 0, 0). At U/t = 5 the state has q ∝ (1, 1, 1), and |q| increases (note the
different cell size in the right panel from the other two).

in shape, pairing order becomes increasingly energetically favorable. This is especially
true at higher interaction strengths, which allow a more significant reshaping of the Fermi
surface to improve nesting and permit a larger number of electrons to participate in pairing.
In each of the phase diagrams in Fig. 2.7, we show estimates of the parameter regions
in which a local minimum exists for a pair-ordered state with pairing vector q directed
along either (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), or (1, 1, 1). These estimates are obtained by calculating U/t
from the gap equation for ∆ = 0 at fixed n and p with q ∝ (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), or (1, 1, 1).
For each q-direction we perform a scan in |q| to determine the minimum U/t required to
induce pairing at the chosen n and p. We repeat this procedure for several hundred sets
of n and p, which provides a map of the critical U across the phase-space. For a given
U and q-direction this defines a curve in n and p outside of which the system will not
have a pair-ordered solution with a pairing vector in the given q-direction. These curves
are indicated for the different q-directions on the phase diagrams. They help guide our
survey of the density-polarization phase space by indicating which states (defined by the
direction of q) to consider in the fully self-consistent calculations. We then perform the
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numerical procedure outlined in Sec. 2.1, and sketched in Fig. 2.1, which determines the
true ground-state from the stable pair-ordered states. It is the full numerical search, the
results of which are represented by the symbols in the phase diagrams, that provides the
actual form of the order at each point.
In addition to affecting the overall stability of pair-ordered states relative to uniform
states, the interaction strength also affects the density and polarization dependence of
the transitions between the ordered phases, which are characterized by different sets of
q vectors. At U/t = 3, we find that linear pairing order with the pairing-wave vector
q directed along the (0, 0, 1)-direction is the ground-state for all values of density and
polarization. We found no region of the U/t = 3 phase diagram in which the commensurate
phase, defined by a density of one excess particle per node of the order parameter, is stable.
This is seen in the U/t = 3 phase diagram, where no symbol reaches the color for α = 1.
Instead, at low polarization and near half-filling α approaches 2/3. This behavior is caused
by the nature of the LO ground-state at U/t = 3, which has q directed along the (0, 0, 1)direction with |q| =
6 mπ. We observe that the commensurate phase has q ∝ (1, 1, 1), which
does occur for U/t = 4 and U/t = 5.
At U/t = 4, a transition occurs between the linear phases with q ∝ (0, 0, 1) and q ∝
(1, 1, 1). The diagonal phase (q ∝ (1, 1, 1)) occupies the high to intermediate density and
low polarization region of the phase space. In a portion of this region the commensurate
phase is stable. At intermediate to high polarization, or for sufficiently low density, the
pairing wave is directed along q ∝ (0, 0, 1) and the state is no longer commensurate.
The behavior at U/t = 5 is similar to that at U/t = 4, but with a larger region
of stability for the diagonal phase. Again, in a portion of this region the commensurate
phase is stable. As with U/t = 4, at large polarizations or low densities, the pairing wave
is directed along (0, 0, 1), occupying a large portion of the phase space. The (0, 1, 1)-order
is predicted by the gap equation to be stable in a large region but is never the true ground
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FIG. 2.9: Illustration of pairing mechanism for an ordered phase with 2D modulations. The
system has parameters, n = 0.18, p = −0.4444 and U/t = 5. (a) The spectral function is
shown in momentum-space for the minority (left half) and majority (right half) spins. The
corresponding non-interacting Fermi surfaces are indicated by the dashed yellow lines (the
majority on the left and the minority on the right). Two pairing wave vectors are illustrated.
The reflection of each about the origin will lead to −q. (b) The majority spectral function
is overlaid with the non-interacting majority Fermi surface (white solid line). Each dashed
curve represents the non-interacting minority Fermi surface translated by one of the q vectors.
The bright sections of the spectral function, indicating unpaired regions of the Fermi surface,
coincide with the sections that are not overlain by the translated minority Fermi surface.

state.
The effect of increasing interaction strength is also apparent in the real-space character
of the phases. This effect is visualized in Figure 2.8. As interaction strength increases the
pairing wave develops domain walls and the amplitude of the pairing wave and the density
modulations grow. The larger density modulations cause the peaks of the spin density to
become sharper, making the excess spin more localized.
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2.3

Approach to the continuum: trapped Fermi gases

At low density the effect of the lattice on the shape of the Fermi surface is less
significant and the properties of the system begin to resemble those of fermions in the
continuum. In order to describe the experimental situation of trapped atomic gases, the
Hamiltonian we have been using can be thought of as a discretized representation of the
continuum [43]. The calculations must then be at the extremely dilute limit, with large
supercells, to obtain realistic results in the thermodynamic limit in this situation. This
is not the focus of the present study. However, we do extend our optical lattice studies
above to selected lower densities. The results shed light on the approach to the continuum
limit, which we discuss briefly here. A variety of work exists on mean-field and HartreeFock-Bogoliubov calculations in the continuum, see for example [44, 45] and references
therein.
In this region, at large polarizations, we find that phases with a larger set of q’s become
energetically favorable relative to linear phases, which have just a single pair of q’s. An
example is illustrated in Fig. 2.9, which plots slices of the Fermi surfaces and spectral
functions, and sketches the pairing construction, for a state with 2D modulations of the
order parameter. The system forms pairs with q = ±|q|(0, 0, 1) and q = ±|q|(0, 1, 0), as
compared to the case of linear order where pairs can form only with q = ±|q|(0, 0, 1). The
additional q’s allow for more pairing, again at little cost in kinetic energy, which lowers
the total energy of the state.
As depicted in the right panel, favorable nesting is achieved with four pairing wave
vectors, which allows nearly every section of the majority spin surface to be covered by
the minority surface. The sections that are not covered remain as bright spots, because
the electrons in those regions have not paired and the Fermi surface remains intact.
In the dilute Fermi gas limit, the Fermi surfaces will be spherical and will not retain
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FIG. 2.10: Plots of free energy vs. |q| corresponding to the points indicated by a red circle on
the phase diagram (inset). In each case the free energy is shifted by the free energy of the
uniform state at those parameters, F0 . The curves represent a fit, performed using a cubic
spline interpolation scheme, to determine the minimum free energy for each state. Proceeding
from left to right, these plots illustrate the emergence of higher-dimensional ground states as
the lowest energy ground states of the system as the density and polarization are decreased
near the onset of pairing order.

the features in the example above which made a 3D structure more favorable. However,
more wave vectors can be involved which can create a more complicated structure of
modulation to lower the interaction energy. This situation is seen in the electron gas, in
which complex structures of spin-density waves are the true ground state in Hartree-Fock
theory [46, 47]. Here we show one example, in Fig. 2.10, of the emergence of phases with
higher dimensional spatial variation of the order parameter as the lowest energy ground
states of the system. At n = 0.24, p = 0.5833 the linear solution has the lowest energy.
However, moving to lower density and polarization, but still near the onset of pairing
order, the states with 2D and 3D spatial variation of the order parameter begin to have
lower energy than the linear state. Finally, at n = 0.18, p = 0.444 the state with 3D
structure emerges as the lowest energy ground state.
We were able to perform calculations on moderately sized 3D simulation cells, up
to 153 sites, using GPUs to dramatically speed up the diagonalization. Even with these
speed-ups, our search was somewhat limited by the rapidly increasing computational cost.
To identify a genuine ground state with 3D structure, care was taken to ensure that
the energy difference between the states with 2D and 3D structures was larger than any
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potential finite-size effect. For the case depicted in the rightmost panel of Fig. 2.10,
this energy difference was O(10−6 ), whereas the convergence of the energy of both the
2D and 3D states to the thermodynamic limit was O(10−7 ), and the energy tolerance
on the self-consistency loop was also O(10−7 ). The convergence to the thermodynamic
limit was determined by comparing the energies from calculations using 100 k-points in
each direction to calculations using 200 k-points in each direction for both states with 2D
structures and states with 3D structures.
This result demonstrates the existence of a ground state with LO order of a 3D
structure. The overall trend suggested by our results is that higher dimensional ground
states become increasingly stable, at relatively large polarization, with decreasing density
near the onset of pairing order, and for n . 0.18 the lowest energy ground state is likely
to have a pairing order parameter with 3D spatial variation.
The 3D structure we observe corresponds to an order parameter that is the sum of six
plane waves, as described in Sec. 2.1. The set of q vectors is |q|{(±1, 0, 0), (0, ±1, 0), (0, 0, ±1)}.
It has been suggested [48] that in the Fermi gas regime the most energetically favorable
structure is a sum of eight plane waves of the (1, 1, 1) variety. As discussed in Sec. 2.1
and indicated by Fig. 2.7, we expect solutions with q ∝ (1, 1, 1) to be stable only at small
polarizations. However smaller polarizations result in a smaller |q|, as pictured in Fig. 2.4,
and a smaller |q| corresponds to a longer wavelength pairing wave. This would require
even larger 3D simulation cells, and thus lies outside the parameter region in which we
have explored possible 3D structures.

2.4

Summary

We have carried out a systematic study of the phase diagram of spin-imbalanced
fermions with attractive interactions in a 3D lattice. The phase space can be divided into
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two qualitatively distinct regimes, the optical lattice regime at high density and the Fermi
gas regime at low density. In the optical lattice regime our survey involves detailed, fully
self-consistent HFB calculations in which great care is taken to reach the true ground
state at thermodynamic limit. The phase diagram in this regime was determined for up to
intermediate interaction strengths. We find that the system favors linear pairing order of
the LO type. At U/t = 3 the pairing vector q is directed along (0, 0, 1), and at U/t = 4 and
U/t = 5 there is a transition from states with q along (0, 0, 1) at low polarizations to q along
(1, 1, 1) at intermediate to high polarizations. The real and momentum space properties of
these phases are determined. At low polarizations and high to intermediate densities the
pairing wave is characterized by the presence of domain walls that become sharper with
increasing interaction strength, and the localization of excess spin at the nodes. With
increasing polarization and decreasing density the pairing wave becomes more sinusoidal
and the excess spin is less strongly localized. Additionally, pairing becomes more stable
with increasing interaction strength, as evidenced by the growing region of phase space
occupied by pair-ordered phases. As we mentioned, the results are in the framework of
mean-field theory. In the parameter regime studied here, they are likely to provide useful
guides, as experience in the related repulsive doped Hubbard model has indicated. Future
many-body calculations, for example QMC calculations, will build on these and be able
to examine the effect of the mean-field approximation.
In the Fermi gas regime we searched for evidence of states with two and three dimensional spatial modulation of the order parameter. With the use of GPUs to speed up the
computation, we performed calculations on simulation cells large enough to accommodate
both 2D and 3D structures. Our results provide evidence of the emergence of higher dimensional states, which are most stable for low densities and high polarizations, near the
onset of pairing order. These states occur as it becomes energetically favorable for the
system to form pairs with a larger set of pairing vectors. Though our search was limited
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by the computational costs of large cubic simulation cells, our results suggest that for densities below n . 0.18 the system supports FFLO states with 2D and 3D spatial variation
of the order parameter, which makes this an interesting region for future theoretical and
experimental exploration.
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CHAPTER 3
AFQMC with SOC
In this chapter we continue our exploration of exotic behaviors in many-fermion systems. Spin-orbit coupling lies at the heart of a tremendous variety of physical phenomena,
in contexts ranging from semiconductors and metals to 2D heterostructures and even ultracold atoms. The field has garnered renewed interest recently due to the central role
that SOC plays in many exotic topological phases, including the quantum spin Hall effect,
topological insulators and superconductors, and Majorana fermions [49, 50, 51]. These
developments underpin modern progress in spintronics [52, 53], have opened the field of
spin-orbitronics, and carry important implications for quantum computation and information [54].
Recent progress in the understanding and manipulation of SOC in real materials
has been greatly complemented by rapid and remarkable progress in the field of cold atom
physics. Two notable achievements are the ability to tune interaction strengths in ultracold
gases using Feshbach resonances, and the ability to load ultracold gases into optical lattice
potentials [1, 2]. These techniques have ushered in a new era of quantum engineering and
simulation, and provide an ideal platform to study many-body physics [3, 4, 5, 6]. A wide
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variety of lattice models have already been experimentally realized, with even more likely
in the near future. These clean systems, with a high degree of experimental control, offer
a novel means of exploring exotic states of matter. Many of the difficulties encountered in
real materials, including fixed structural and electromagnetic properties, and disorder, are
surmounted in experiments with ultracold atoms, which can be freely tuned to probe broad
parameter regimes. The third major step was the development of methods to generate
“synthetic SOC” in ultracold atoms [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27], which has created new paths
towards the realization of many of the exotic states long sought after in real materials,
such as high-Tc superconductivity and topological phases, including quantum spin Hall
states and Majorana fermions. These techniques have enabled experimental emulations
of a wide variety of fundamental models, including several with Rashba, Dresselhaus, or
equal Rashba-Dresselhaus SOC [55, 56, 57, 58, 59].
This expanding experimental horizon has generated tremendous opportunities for theoretical and numerical approaches to many-body systems. The delicate nature of many of
the exotic states demands high-accuracy theoretical and numerical input. Careful characterization of these phases, and their behavior in the presence of strong interactions, will
provide crucial benchmarks for experiments as well as essential guidelines for the design
and fabrication of novel devices [60]. These systems are typically quite challenging from a
theoretical or numerical perspective. Ab initio treatment of strongly-correlated real materials remains an outstanding challenge in many-body physics. However, ultracold atoms,
which can be measured to high accuracy, offer a unique opportunity to test and calibrate
our theoretical and computational methods.
The auxiliary-field quantum Monte Carlo (AFQMC) method is a general computational approach for interacting many-fermion systems. AFQMC has been applied to a
variety of electronic models and materials without SOC, including Hubbard-like models
[61, 62], molecular systems [63, 64, 65], and solids [66]. In ultracold atoms, a number
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of recent successes have highlighted the accuracy and capability of AFQMC, including
studies of the attractive spin-balanced Fermi gas [4, 67] and fully treating interaction and
Rashba SOC on the same footing [68, 69]. The Hamiltonian for the spin-balanced system
with contact interaction preserves time-reversal symmetry, thus guaranteeing that simulations are free of the sign problem [70], so the results obtained are numerically exact. This
is a particularly notable achievement given the emergence of quantum gas microscopes
with single-site resolution [71, 72, 73, 74, 75], which provide a precise calibration of the
technique via direct comparison with a clean, tunable system. Additionally, comparisons
between numerically exact AFQMC calculations and mean-field theory place quantitative
constraints on mean-field treatments of these systems, which show considerable discrepancy from many-body results, particularly in calculations of pairing properties across the
BCS-BEC crossover [4, 67, 68].
A natural next step is to treat electronic Hamiltonians with SOC, which is the topic of
focus in this and the following two chapters. Here, we present an illustrative set of results
on the attractive 2D Fermi gas with Rashba SOC, as well as the first study of Rashba SOC
in a real material context using AFQMC. From the ultracold atom Hamiltonians we have
treated, an immediate connection to real materials can be made by considering systems
with repulsive interactions. We demonstrate the capabilities of the AFQMC method by
considering a repulsive Hubbard model, which captures much of the underlying physics of
real materials. In this way, the two types of systems we study here, the real material and
ultracold atoms, are described by a similar Hamiltonian, namely the Hubbard model, with
opposite sign interactions. This Hamiltonian is of fundamental importance in condensed
matter and many-body physics. It can be engineered and emulated by optical lattice
experiments [7], with the sign of the interaction controlled using Feshbach resonances.
These systems permit a direct comparison of experimental results with our calculations,
and consequently a better understanding of the physics of both systems, as well as an
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additional calibration of the AFQMC method.
With the repulsive interaction in the Hubbard model, the sign problem reemerges in
AFQMC, but as we will show, this can be systematically controlled by applying a constraint
[76]. The accuracy achieved is comparable to what has been systematically seen in real
materials without SOC. Since the AFQMC method provides access to a wide range of
observables to probe the charge, spin, pairing, and transport properties, we expect this
development to lead to significant applications in correlated materials with strong SOC.
We organize the remainder of the chapter as follows. In section 3.1 we introduce the
general Hamiltonian used to describe systems with Rashba SOC, and establish its connection to both real materials and the Fermi gas. Section 3.2 outlines the AFQMC method,
highlighting several of the recent advances incorporated to treat SOC. Two different sampling approaches are discussed, for cases without and with the sign problem, respectively.
Section 3.3 provides a demonstration of the technique, first in the context of cold atoms
and then on a repulsive Hubbard model, which is closely connected to the behavior of real
materials. Finally, section 3.4 summarizes and offers an outlook on open questions and
promising directions in this burgeoning field.

3.1

Hamiltonian

We begin with a form of the SOC Hamiltonian on a lattice,

Ĥ =

X

εk c†kσ ckσ

X

+

kσ

+

k

X

U ni↑ ni↓ ,

i
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Lk c†k↓ ck↑

+ h.c.



(3.1)

where c†kσ creates a spin-σ (=↑ or ↓) particle with momentum k, and niσ = c†iσ ciσ denotes
the density operator in real-space on site i with spin-σ. Although we have used the
Rashba form of SOC, our discussions are general for other types. For two-dimensional
lattice systems the dispersion and SOC terms are εk = −2t(cos kx + cos ky ) and Lk =
2λ(sin ky − i sin kx ). The parameter t, set to unity throughout this work, determines the
strength of nearest-neighbor hopping, the parameter λ controls the strength of SOC, and
the parameter U determines the strength of the on-site interaction. For the Fermi gas,
which represents the low-density limit of the lattice model, εk = k2 and Lk = λ(ky − ikx ).
In both cases, a natural description of the system in terms of helicity bands, ε±
k = εk ±|Lk |,
is obtained by diagonalizing the non-interacting Hamiltonian.
The Fermi gas Hamiltonian is defined in the dilute limit of Eq. (3.1), and the interaction U/t is negative: U/t < 0. In order to directly compare with experiments, the
parameters t and U are fully specified, as we further discuss in Sec. 3.3.1. The physics
is dictated by the quantity kF a, where the Fermi wave-vector kF measures the inverse of
the average inter-particle spacing while a is the scattering length. As kF a > 0 decreases
in 2D, the system undergoes a BCS-BEC crossover. Our study will examine the interplay
between this effect and SOC, which induces triplet pairing.
For the second application, namely as a model for electronic systems, we will consider
U/t > 0, and consider a range of values for U/t from 0 to about 8, which represents strong
local interactions as is typical in models for cuprates. Most of our calculations will be at
intermediate interaction U/t = 4, and we examine different regimes of SOC strength by
varying λ. Our study here is mostly for testing the algorithm. In most cases we focus on
small lattice sizes for which we can obtain exact results from exact diagonalization. With
this description of the model for both cases, we can now outline its treatment within the
AFQMC framework.
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3.2
3.2.1

Methods
Preliminaries

We will first provide an overview of the AFQMC method [17, 18, 19], and then discuss
some of the extensions necessary to treat systems with SOC. In general, ground-state QMC
methods rely on imaginary-time projection to obtain the many-body ground-state |Ψ0 i of
a given hamiltonian Ĥ from a starting trial wavefunction |ΨT i. This projection proceeds
according to,
|Ψ0 i ∝ lim e−β Ĥ |ΨT i ,
β→∞

(3.2)

provided hΨT |Ψ0 i =
6 0 (i.e. the trial wavefunction cannot be orthogonal to the many-body
ground-state).
In order to carry out this projection numerically, we first discretize the imaginary
time interval into m = β/∆τ time slices,

m
e−β Ĥ = e−∆τ Ĥ
,

(3.3)

so that the limit in (3.2) can be obtained iteratively via,

|Ψ(n+1) i = e−∆τ Ĥ |Ψ(n) i,

(3.4)

with Ψ(0) = |ΨT i.
To proceed, we must rewrite the many-body propagator e−∆τ Ĥ in a single-particle
form. This is accomplished by applying the Trotter-Suzuki breakup,


e−∆τ Ĥ

m


m
= e−∆τ K̂/2 e−∆τ V̂ e−∆τ K̂/2
+ O(∆τ 2 ),
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(3.5)

where K̂ contains the one-body terms and V̂ the two-body terms of the Hamiltonian in
(3.1). This step is followed by a suitable Hubbard-Stratonovich (HS) transformation [77].
We list below four varieties of discrete HS transformation commonly used in AFQMC
simulations: The charge decomposition [78] is written,

e∆τ U ni↑ ni↓ =

1 X (γxi −∆τ U/2)(ni↑ +ni↓ −1)
e
,
2 x =±1

(3.6)

i

with γ determined according to cosh(γ) = exp(−∆τ U/2); The spin decomposition in the
z- or x-direction has the form,

e∆τ U ni↑ ni↓ =

1 X 2γxi Siz,x −∆τ U (ni↑ +ni↓ )/2
e
,
2 x =±1

(3.7)

i

and the spin decomposition in the y direction is,

e∆τ U ni↑ ni↓ =

1 X 2iγxi Siy −∆τ U (ni↑ +ni↓ )/2
.
e
2 x =±1

(3.8)

i

A decomposition in the x-z plane can also be obtained by using a linear combination of Siz
and Six . In Eqs (3.7) and (3.8), cos(γ) = exp(∆τ U/2), and the spin operators are defined
as:
Siz = (c†i↑ ci↑ − c†i↓ ci↓ )/2; Six = (c†i↑ ci↓ + c†i↑ ci↓ )/2; Siy = (c†i↑ ci↓ − c†i↑ ci↓ )/2i.
This procedure yields the following form for the propagator,

e

−∆τ Ĥ

Z
=

dx p(x)B̂(x),

(3.9)

where x = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xNS } is a set of auxiliary fields at a given time slice, with dimension
NS equal to the size of the single-particle basis, which in the case of lattice systems is
typically the number of lattice sites. Using the charge decomposition as an example, the
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probability density function p(x) is uniform, and,

B̂(x) ≡ e−∆τ K̂/2

Y

b̂i (xi )e−∆τ K̂/2 ,

(3.10)

i

with b̂i (xi ) ≡ exp [(γxi − ∆τ U/2)(ni↑ + ni↓ − 1)]. The many-body propagator is now composed of single particle operators with the fermions in external auxiliary fields. The integration over auxiliary field configurations recovers the two-body interactions.

3.2.2

Metropolis sampling of paths in AF space

Ground-state observables are calculated according to,

hÂi =

hΨT | e−β Ĥ/2 Âe−β Ĥ/2 |ΨT i
.
hΨT | e−β Ĥ |ΨT i

(3.11)

The denominator in (3.11) is,
Z

≡

Z

hΨT |

m
Y
`=1

dx(`) p(x(`) )B̂(x(`) ) |ΨT i

W(X)dX ,

(3.12)

where,
W(X) = hΨl |Ψr i

m
Y

p(x(`) ),

`=1

and we have introduced the notation,

hΨl | = hΨT | B̂(x(m) )B̂(x(m−1) ) . . . B̂(x(n) )
|Ψr i = B̂(x(n−1) )B̂(x(n−2) ) . . . B̂(x(1) ) |ΨT i .
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(3.13)

In the above, x(`) represents an auxiliary field configuration at time slice `, and the collection of auxiliary fields X = {x(1) , x(2) , . . . , x(m) } comprises a path in auxiliary field
space.
With this shorthand, Eq. (3.11) can be written as a path integral over auxiliary fields,
R
hÂi =

A(X)W(X)dX
R
,
W(X)dX

(3.14)

hΨl | Â |Ψr i
.
hΨl |Ψr i

(3.15)

with,
A=

This integral can be evaluated using standard Monte Carlo techniques, such as the Metropolis algorithm, which samples auxiliary-fields from W(X) to obtain a Monte Carlo estimate
of the expectation value in (3.14). To accelerate the sampling procedure we employ a
dynamic force bias [4, 17], which improves the acceptance ratio and consequently the efficiency of the algorithm. In addition, we remove the infinite variance problem using the
bridge link method [79].

3.2.3

Branching random walks and the constraint

In systems that preserve time-reversal symmetry, such as the spin-balanced attractive
Hubbard model (even in the presence of SOC, as discussed below) or the half-filled repulsive Hubbard model, the denominator W(X) remains positive and the path-integrals in
Eq. (3.11) can be calculated with the Monte Carlo technique outlined above, which samples
the probability density function via the Metropolis algorithm. In cases where time-reversal
symmetry is broken, W(X) is no longer guaranteed to be positive, and the Monte Carlo
signal obtained by this straightforward sampling procedure is lost to sampling noise. This
is a manifestation of the well-known sign problem [17].
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In order to treat systems with a sign problem we recast the procedure outlined above as
an open-ended random walk in Slater-determinant space, which then allows the imposition
of a constraint to prevent the decay of the Monte Carlo signal [76]. Returning to (3.4), we
have,

|Ψ(n+1) i = e−∆τ Ĥ |Ψ(n) i
Z
= dx p(x)B̂(x)|Ψ(n) i.

(3.16)

In this formulation, the wavefunction at each step is represented by an ensemble of Slater
determinants,
|Ψ(n) i ∝
(n)

where wk

X
k

(n)

(n)

wk |φk i,

(3.17)

denotes the weight for the k-th walker at time step n, and the sum runs over

the entire walker population at that time step.
To eliminate the sign problem we impose a constrained-path (CP) approximation
[76, 17], which requires at each time step that all walkers maintain positive overlap with
|ΨT i,
(n)

hΨT |φk i > 0.

(3.18)

To implement this constraint within the random walk procedure we define an importance
function,
OT (φ) ≡ max{hΨT |φi, 0},

(3.19)

which prevents walkers from acquiring a negative overlap with |ΨT i.
With the addition of importance sampling we carry out a modified version of the
random walk,
(n+1)

|Ψ̃

i=

Z

dx p̃(x)B̂(x)|Ψ̃(n) i,
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(3.20)

with modified probability density function,
OT (φ(n+1) )
,
p̃(x) = p(x)
OT (φ(n) )

(3.21)

and modified wavefunction,
|Ψ̃(n) i ∝

X

(n)

(n)

wk |φk i.

k

(3.22)

The true wavefunction is then,
(n)

|Ψ(n) i ∝

X

(n)

wk

k

|φk i
.
OT (φ(n) )

(3.23)

The modified projection equation written in (3.20) is identical to the version in (3.16).
In the modified version auxiliary fields are sampled from p̃(x), which favors determinants
with larger overlaps with |ΨT i, and vanishes if the overlap is zero, thus enforcing the constraint in (3.18). After the random walk has equilibrated, the ground state wavefunction
is represented by the distribution of weighted random walkers.
It is important to note that the branching random walk approach discussed here is
closely related to the Metropolis sampling discussed in Sec. 3.2.2. (The dynamic force bias
we use in the Metropolis sampling has the same origin and the same form as that obtained
from the importance sampling of Eq. (3.21).) The only difference is that the Metropolis
procedure, while more convenient for computing observables, encounters severe ergodicity
problems when the constraint has to be imposed. In the current approach, the total
energy is calculated in a manner similar to that in Sec. 3.2.2, except hΨl | is fixed to be
hΨT |. For computing observables that do not commute with the Hamiltonian, we use the
backpropagation technique [76, 80, 63].
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3.2.4

Generalizations to SOC

Having outlined the standard AFQMC procedures, we can now address the modifications necessary to treat SOC. In systems without SOC, there is no mixing of different
spin sectors, so random walkers can be factored into ↑- and ↓-spin components,
|φi = φ↑ ⊗ φ↓ .

(3.24)

For a system of Nσ particles with single particle orbitals of dimension Ns , the walker |φσ i
is just a Ns × Nσ Slater determinant, Φσ , with matrix form,


ϕσ1,1



 ϕσ
 2,1
 .
 .
 .

ϕσNs ,1

ϕσ1,2

...

ϕσ1,Nσ

ϕσ2,2
..
.

...

ϕσ2,Nσ
..
.

ϕσNs ,2

...

ϕσNs ,Nσ






.




(3.25)

The one body propagator used to project these random walkers can also be split into ↑and ↓-spin components,
B̂(x) = B̂ ↑ (x) ⊗ B̂ ↓ (x),

(3.26)

where B̂ ↑ (x) contains only spin-↑ operators, and B̂ ↓ (x) contains only spin-↓. We set Bσ
to be the matrix representation of B̂ σ (x), which is a Ns × Ns square matrix.
The above applies to both the Metropolis and the branching random walk approaches.
In the Metropolis approach discussed in Sec. 3.2.2, each path preserves the original spin
sectors defined by |ΨT i, and both hΨl | and |Ψr i will take the same form. In the branching
random walk approach discussed in Sec. 3.2.3, each walker will remain in the same form.
When SOC is included, the simple factorization into separate spin components is no
longer possible. Instead, each random walker must be in generalized Hartree-Fock (GHF)
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form consisting of spin-orbitals, which has a 2Ns × N matrix representation Φ,


ϕ
 1,1

 ϕ2,1

 .
 .
 .

ϕ2Ns ,1

ϕ1,2

...

ϕ1,N

ϕ2,2
..
.

...

ϕ2,N
..
.

ϕ2Ns ,2

...

ϕ2Ns ,N






,




(3.27)

with N = N↑ + N↓ . In more compact notation,

↑↑
Φ
Φ=
Φ↓↑

↑↓



Φ 
,
Φ↓↓

(3.28)

0

where in general the Φσσ are linear combinations of Φ↑ and Φ↓ , corresponding to Eq. 3.25.
0

In the absence of SOC, Φσσ reduces to Φσ , and Φσσ = 0. Because the one body operator
couples spin-↑ and spin-↓, its matrix representation, B̂(x), is now 2Ns × 2Ns ,




B†SOC 

↑

 B

BSOC

↓

.

(3.29)

B

Note that BSOC is zero in the absence of SOC. The ensemble of random walkers, now in
the form of 2Ns × N Slater determinants, is propagated and sampled until the procedure
converges to a stochastic representation of the many-body ground-state. (We note that
there have been diffusion Monte Carlo calculations treating SOC in the Fermi gas, where
the spin-flip term is sampled stochastically under a fixed-phase approximation [81].)
Observables are computed using the Green’s function between two Slater determinants, which can be measured by,
0

Gσσ
ij =

hφl |c†iσ cjσ0 |φr i
.
hφl |φr i
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(3.30)

0

Each Gσσ is a Ns × Ns matrix, obtained according to,

↑↑
G

G↓↑



G↑↓ 
†
−1 † T
 = [φr (φl φr ) φl ] .
G↓↓

(3.31)

As with the random walkers and one-body propagators, the application of Wick’s theorem
must be modified due to the inclusion of SOC. Spin-flip terms in the Wick expansion,
which make no contribution before and can be neglected, must now be included.
We take as an example the calculation of double occupancy,

Di =

hφl |ni↑ ni↓ |φr i
.
hφl |φr i

(3.32)

Without SOC, this observable has the form,

↓↓
Di = G↑↑
ii Gii .

(3.33)

In the presence of SOC it takes the expanded form,

↓↓
↑↓ ↓↑
Di = G↑↑
ii Gii − Gii Gii .

(3.34)

We note that Hamiltonians which include pairing terms can be treated with an additional
generalization, where the walker is extended to Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov space [82].

3.3

Results

Having provided a brief description of the AFQMC method, we present in the following
sections an illustration of its capabilities by highlighting a small set of the many observables
that the method makes possible to calculate to high accuracy. We discuss results for
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ultracold atoms and the repulsive electronic model in two separate subsections.

3.3.1

Fermi atomic gas with synthetic SOC

We begin with a survey of recent results on ultracold atoms, where we will focus
on dilute Fermi gas systems in 2D. Further results can be found in [68] and Chapter 4,
with results for optical lattices in Chapter 5 and [69]. As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, the
Hamiltonian has U/t < 0 here. The calculations are performed in the dilute limit, with
N  Ns = L2 . In order to map the results to the continuum system of Fermi atomic gases
studied in experiment, we first introduce an overall energy scaling defined by the groundstate energy per particle of the corresponding non-interacting Fermi gas, EF G = πn, with
n = N/L2 being the number density for the 2D lattice. The interaction strength U is
uniquely defined [83, 4] by log(kF a). In order to compare physically equivalent systems
we introduce two dimensionless parameters:

α=

λ2
;
EF G

η=

εB
,
EF G

(3.35)

that specify the strengths of the SOC and interaction, respectively. In the above, εB is
the two-body binding energy at λ = 0 and εB /EF G ∼ 5.04385(1/kF a)2 . The strong SOC
regime, characterized by occupation of only the ε−
k helicity band, occurs for α > 4. In the
+
weak SOC regime (α < 4), both ε−
k and εk are occupied. There is a smooth transition

between the two regimes at α = 4. Small η corresponds to the BCS limit of the BCS-BEC
crossover, where the physics is best described in terms of weakly interacting Cooper pairs,
whereas large η corresponds to the BEC limit, in which strongly interacting fermions are
bound into tight pairs resembling bosons.
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 plot two examples of the computed momentum distribution and
pair wavefunctions. The first figure corresponds to a weakly interacting system, with
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FIG. 3.1: Momentum distributions and pair wavefunctions at α = 1.0, η = 0.001. The top row
−
shows the total momentum distribution in black, and the occupation of ε+
k and εk in blue and
orange respectively. The non-interacting dispersion is shown in the inset, with the corresponding
regions of occupation and the Fermi surfaces indicated by the shading and dashed lines in the
main plot. The bottom row plots the singlet and triplet components of the pair wavefunction.
The system has 74 particles, using a 51 × 51 periodic supercell.

η = 0.001, and the second to a strongly interacting system, with η = 10.0. Both systems
are in the modest SOC regime, with α = 1.0. Large lattice sizes are treated here, so that
the residual discretization error and finite-size (number of particles) error are small. The
results provide quantitative information for the continuum bulk 2D Fermi gas.
The momentum distribution in the weakly interacting system differs only slightly from
the non-interacting case, whose regions of occupation and Fermi surfaces (one for each helicity band) are indicated by the shading and vertical dashed lines. At large interaction
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FIG. 3.2: Momentum distributions and pair wavefunctions at α = 1.0, η = 10.0. The remaining
system parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.1.
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strength the momentum distribution reveals that there is occupation of higher momentum
states that are well beyond the non-interacting region. In addition to becoming considerably broader as a function of interaction strength, the distribution also becomes smoother,
showing no evidence of the cusps present at small interaction strengths.
AFQMC also provides access, at a quantitative level, to the rich pairing structure
induced by the presence of SOC. Pair wavefunctions are obtained via diagonalization of
the two-body density matrix,

Mσσ0 (k, k0 ) = h∆†σ (k)∆σ0 (k0 )i,

(3.36)

constructed from pair creation operators [68],

∆†↑ (k) = c†k↑ c†−k↑ ; ∆†↓ (k) = c†k↓ c†−k↓ ;

1  † †
† †
†
√
ck↑ c−k↓ − ck↓ c−k↑ .
∆s (k) =
2

(3.37)

The bottom row of figures 3.1 and 3.2 present two examples of the pair wavefunction.
SOC mixes the singlet and triplet channels, so the pair wavefunction has both singlet
and triplet components. At small interaction strengths the pair wavefunction has strong
peaks indicating that pairing is concentrated near the Fermi surfaces. Also evident is
the fact that the singlet and triplet components of the pair wavefunction have similar
amplitude. This is no longer the case for strongly interacting systems, which favor singlet
pairing over triplet pairing because of the enhanced on-site attraction, as reflected by the
relative amplitude of the two components of the pair wavefunction. As a reflection of the
behavior of the momentum distribution, the well-localized peaks of the pair wavefunction
also become broad and smooth at large interaction strength, suggesting that pairing occurs
across a wide range of momenta.
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FIG. 3.3: Charge-charge and spin-spin correlations vs. α for interaction strength, η = 0.001.
~0 · S
~r i. The system has 58 particles
The top panel plots hn0 nr i/n2 and the bottom panel plots hS
for α = 1.0 and 56 particles for α = 7.0, using a 35 × 35 periodic supercell.
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FIG. 3.4: Charge-charge and spin-spin correlations vs. α for interaction strength, η = 10.
~0 · S
~r i. The remaining system
The top panel plots hn0 nr i/n2 and the bottom panel plots hS
parameters are identical to those in Fig. 3.3.
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We can also reliably measure many other observables, including charge-charge and
spin-spin correlation functions (spin operators defined below Eq. (3.8)). Figures 3.3 and
3.4 illustrate the effects of SOC on the charge-charge and spin-spin correlations at two
different values of interaction strength. At weak interaction (Fig. 3.3) and weak SOC, the
charge-charge correlation exhibits a small amplitude oscillation about the square of the
average density. This oscillation is suppressed as SOC strength is increased. The spinspin correlation shows an opposite effect, with a small oscillation about zero at large SOC
strength that is not present for weak SOC. With increased interaction strength (Fig. 3.4),
both correlation functions become shorter ranged with larger amplitude, which is evident
in the steeper slopes of each as they approach their asymptotic values.

3.3.2

Towards real materials — the repulsive Hubbard model
with SOC

As a demonstration of the applicability of this approach to electronic systems, we
present a study of the repulsive Hubbard model with Rashba SOC. We first examine
the energetics, which highlight the capability of CP-AFQMC to achieve high-accuracy
results for systems with a sign problem. To benchmark our method we focus on a 4 × 4
supercell with N = 6 electrons, for which we perform exact diagonalization calculations
for comparison.
Plotted in Fig. 3.5 is the total energy as a function of SOC strength at an interaction
strength U/t = 4, in comparison with exact results. In this set of simulations the freeelectron wavefunction was used as the trial wavefunction |ΨT i (see Eq. (3.18)). Very
good agreement is seen with exact results. The slightly larger discrepancy at small SOC
strength can be improved with an improved trial wavefunction, as illustrated in Fig. 3.6.
In this case a generalized Hartree-Fock solution was used as |ΨT i and the CP-AFQMC
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FIG. 3.5: Calculated total energy as a function of SOC strength λ at interaction strength
U/t = 4. The inset shows the discrepancy compared to exact results.
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FIG. 3.6: Energy as a function of projection time β at λ = 0.01 and U/t = 4. The dotted
red curve corresponds to a simulation with a free-electron wavefunction used as the trial wavefunction, and the solid green curve corresponds to a simulation with a generalized Hartree-Fock
wavefunction as the trial wavefunction. The inset shows the energy versus projection time β at
λ = 0.3 and U = 4, with a free-electron trial wavefunction.
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FIG. 3.7: Total energy as a function of interaction strength U/t at SOC strength λ = 0.3. The
inset shows the difference between the energy obtained from CP-AFQMC and the exact energy.

energy shows improved convergence to the exact energy. The behavior of the algorithm as
a function of interaction strength is investigated in Fig. 3.7, which shows the total energy
vs. U/t at a fixed SOC strength of λ = 0.3. Nearly exact results are obtained for up to
intermediate interaction. Even in the strong interaction limit, the relative error is a small
fraction of a percent, which is well within the accuracy of AFQMC seen in Hubbard-like
models [61, 62] or in molecules and solids [63, 64, 66].
In addition to ground-state energies, high-accuracy measurements of other observables, including charge, spin and pairing properties, are possible with CP-AFQMC. As
indicated in the procedure outlined above, observables can be obtained from the Green’s
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FIG. 3.8: Green’s function at interaction strength U/t = 4 and SOC strength λ = 0.3. The first
index is fixed at lattice site 0 and the second index runs over all sites. In this case the system
is a 2 × 4 supercell with N = 4 electrons.

function, which is calculated according to (3.31). We show an example of the Green’s function in Fig. 3.8. Comparison of the CP-AFQMC result with the exact result establishes
the high degree of accuracy attainable in CP-AFQMC measurements of observables.

3.4

Summary and Outlook

Spin-orbit coupling is an essential ingredient of many fascinating phenomena across
a wide range of physical contexts. From spintronics to topological insulators to quantum
information, a precise characterization of the behavior of systems subject to SOC will not
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only improve the fundamental understanding of these phenomena and phases, it will also
inspire and guide the fabrication of new devices.
The results presented here show the applicability and the accuracy of the AFQMC
method, which provides precision, and in some cases, such as the attractive 2D Fermi
gas, numerically exact treatments of strongly interacting many-body systems. As we
have demonstrated, AFQMC is well suited to study lattice models with either attractive or repulsive interactions. More realistic treatments of materials can be achieved by
replacing the on-site Hubbard interaction with generalized (4-index) two-body matrix elements. Interactions of this generalized form can be incorporated using any single-particle
basis, such as plane waves or Gaussians, but require a new decomposition and HubbardStratonovich transformation, which introduces complex auxiliary fields and consequently
a phase problem. This problem can be systematically controlled using a generalization of
the CP approach, the phaseless approximation [84], which can achieve similar accuracy to
what is illustrated above, in realistic material simulations [64, 66]. Our discussion of the
treatment of SOC carries through straightforwardly, using GHF-type walkers. As we have
demonstrated, this approach enables the treatment of SOC with no degradation of the
exquisite accuracy achievable in Hubbard models [85] and electronic structure calculations
with AFQMC [64].
As the experimental and theoretical landscape continues to expand, there will be many
opportunities and challenges in the study of SOC and strong interaction in many-body
systems. These challenges, including characterizing the effect of interaction on topological
phases [86, 87, 88], will require complementary theoretical, numerical, and experimental progress to generate new understanding. Given its unique ability to treat stronglycorrelated many-body systems with high precision, AFQMC will play a vital role in the
combined effort.
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CHAPTER 4
Rashba SOC in the 2D Fermi gas
As discussed in the preceding chapter, spin-orbit coupling (SOC) plays a fundamental
role in a number of physical contexts spanning nuclear, atomic, and condensed matter
physics. SOC in two-dimensional (2D) systems is particularly relevant to condensed matter physics, because of connections to the quantum Hall effect, and topological insulators
and superconductors, among others. While it can be difficult to isolate and study the
effects of SOC in typical condensed matter settings, the advent of synthetic gauge fields
in ultracold atomic gases [55, 56, 57, 58] provides unprecedented access to clean, tunable
systems in which it is possible to precisely investigate the interplay between interaction
and SOC. Current experimental efforts have primarily achieved a combination of Rashba
and Dresselhaus SOC. Recently, pure Rashba SOC was realized using a three laser Raman scheme [89], and a number of proposals exist for dark-state, generalized Raman, and
magnetic schemes [90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97].
Even without SOC, Fermi gas systems have been a fertile ground for fundamental
advances in many-body physics. The precise agreement achieved between experiment and
theory in three-dimensions is a triumph for understanding strongly correlated Fermion sys-
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tems [98, 99, 100, 101, 102]. Recently, the 2D Fermi gas has drawn considerable attention
[103, 104, 3, 4, 5, 6, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110], for the possibility to study with great
precision fermion pairing in 2D, which is important in high-Tc superconductors and other
exotic matter. SOC adds a new layer of complexity to the rich pairing picture, with the
presence of both singlet and triplet pairing, and the interplay with spin chirality.
These recent experimental advances have thus prompted intense theoretical efforts to
study SOC in the 2D Fermi gas, many of which focus on the connection between SOC and
the BCS-BEC crossover [111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116]. However, as is commonly the case
in the study of strongly interacting systems, mean-field theory is often the only available
tool. To date almost all the theoretical and computational work on the Fermi gas has
been done at the mean-field level. It is therefore crucial to understand and quantify the
corrections from particle correlations, in order to validate the predictions from mean-field
calculations. Establishing precise benchmark results is also of fundamental value in guiding
and calibrating experiments and assessing new theoretical and computational methods as
they are developed for treating SOC in the presence of strong interactions.
In this work, we present the first exact results on the ground state of the 2D Fermi
gas with strong attractive interactions and Rashba SOC. Building on the description provided in Chapter 3, we show how SOC effects in many-fermion systems can be treated
by auxiliary-field quantum Monte Carlo (AFQMC), formulated as random walks of general Slater determinants consisting of spin-orbitals. The method can be generalized to
carry out ab initio calculations in real materials and will be important in the investigation
of novel phases of matter under the interplay of topological physics and strong electron
correlations.
For the unpolarized 2D Fermi gas with SOC, this method allows numerically exact
calculations free of the sign problem. Combining it with Monte Carlo algorithmic advances,
we are able to simulate large lattice sizes to reach the ground state and the continuum
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limit, and sufficiently large number of particles to reach the thermodynamic limit. Our
results present a precision benchmark for an exotic quantum system which, on the verge
of experimental realization, combines topological effects and superconductivity.
The Hamiltonian for the 2D Fermi gas with attractive zero-range interactions and
Rashba SOC can be written as a sum of three pieces,

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + ĤSOC + Ĥint ,

(4.1)

which correspond to the kinetic, SOC, and interaction energy. We consider N particles in
a periodic box, represented on a lattice of dimension L × L, so that
Ĥ0 =

X

εk c†kσ ckσ ,

k,σ

ĤSOC =

X
k

Ĥint = U

λ (ky − ikx ) c†k↓ ck↑ + h.c.,

X

ni↑ ni↓ ,

(4.2)

i

where c†kσ is the creation operator for a fermion with spin σ and momentum k. The
number operators on lattice site i are niσ = c†iσ ciσ , and the dispersion relation is εk =
|k|2 = (kx2 + ky2 ). The Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.1) can be directly mapped to the continuum
form (e.g., as in experiments) by an overall energy scale defined by the ground-state energy
per particle of the corresponding non-interacting Fermi gas, EF G (which in the present form
is πn, with n = N/L2 the number density). The interaction strength U is uniquely defined
[83, 4] by log(kF a) where the Fermi wave-vector kF measures the inverse of the average
inter-particle spacing while a is the scattering length. It is convenient to introduce two
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dimensionless parameters:
λ2
;
α=
EF G

β=

εB
,
EF G

(4.3)

to specify the strengths of the SOC and interaction, respectively, where εB is the two-body
binding energy at λ = 0 and is directly related to kF a [4].
Our calculations treat periodic lattices of over 1200 sites, typically with over 70
fermions. For each set of parameters, the many-body ground state is computed using
the AFQMC framework [17, 18, 19], generalized to treat SOC. In AFQMC, one projects
out the ground state of Ĥ from an initial state |φ(0) i by repeated applications of the
imaginary-time propagator e−τ Ĥ , which is decoupled into path integrals over independentparticle propagators defined by auxiliary-fields. The path integrals can be evaluated by
Monte Carlo, which can be realized as random walks in the space of Slater determinants,
starting from |φ(0) i. Without SOC, each Slater determinant takes the form of a HartreeFock solution, |φi = |φ↑ i ⊗ |φ↓ i, where the ↑- and ↓-spin components are Ns × N↑ and
Ns × N↓ matrices, respectively, with Ns being the basis size (= L2 here) and Nσ being
the number of σ-spin fermions (= N/2 here). With SOC, this must be replaced with the
generalized Hartree-Fock form, of a 2Ns × N matrix. The matrix elements evolve stochastically, being propagated by one-body propagators which sample auxiliary-fields and each
of which can be thought of as a 2Ns × 2Ns matrix.
The Fermi gas Hamiltonian, with λ = 0, is free of the sign problem, because |φ↑ i
can be made identical to |φ↓ i for every random walker, so that the trace or groundstate overlap over each path has the form of the square of a determinant and is thus
non-negative. With SOC, it is straightforward to show that time-reversal symmetry is
preserved, T̂ ĤSOC T̂ −1 = ĤSOC , as is already the case with Ĥ0 and Ĥint . Thus there
is no sign problem [70, 117], with the eigenvalues of the overlap matrix being complex59

FIG. 4.1: Equation of state for three SOC strengths, α = 0.0 (triangle), 1.0 (square), and
5.0 (circle). Results have been extrapolated to the continuum and thermodynamic limit. The
inset plots the results relative to those from BCS, revealing that the correlation energy is quite
insensitive to SOC strength.

conjugate pairs and thereby the determinant being non-negative [118]. (Of course the
λ = 0 Hamiltonian can be viewed as a special case, by thinking of |φ↑ i and |φ↓ i as
two diagonal blocks of the 2Ns × N supermatrix.) We apply dynamic force biases [4] in
sampling the AF paths to achieve high efficiency, and remove the infinite variance problem
[79]. All numerical biases or systematic errors in the calculations have been controlled so
that they are smaller than our statistical uncertainty. The high-precision results obtained
are therefore fully ab initio and are exact for each parameter set.
In Figure 4.1 we present the computed equation of state as a function of interaction
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strength, log(kF a), for several values of SOC strength. The results are first extrapolated
to the continuum limit with calculations on a sequence of L values with N fixed, and then
larger N systems are computed until convergence is obtained [4]. Results for the 2D FG
without SOC [4] are also shown as a reference. The most dramatic effect of SOC is a
decrease of the total energy, which plateaus at large log(kF a). The shift to the energy,
which is related to the occupancy of the ε−
k helicity band, becomes more pronounced at
larger values of SOC strength. The inset of Fig. 4.1 displays the difference between the
QMC energy and the energy predicted by BCS theory. This difference provides a measure
of the correlation energy. The similarity in the behavior of the curves suggests that the
correlation energy is relatively insensitive to SOC, with a small effect becoming noticeable
for systems with strong SOC, in the crossover or BEC regime.
The non-interacting part of the Hamiltonian can be expressed in diagonal form in the
2
helicity basis with the corresponding dispersion relations, ε±
k = k ± λ|k|. We examine

the properties of the many-body ground state in this representation by working in natural
orbital space. We diagonalize the one-body density matrix,

hnk↑ i

hSk− i



hSk+ i 
hnk↓ i



†
hck↑ ck↑ i

=

hc†k↓ ck↑ i



hc†k↑ ck↓ i
hc†k↓ ck↓ i

,

(4.4)

where the expectation values are taken with respect to the many-body ground state. The
eigenvalues yield the momentum distribution in the helicity bands, n±
k . The spin orientation is specified by (S x , S y ), which are computed from hSk± i directly.
Plotted in Fig. 4.2 are the momentum distributions for each helicity band at several
values of interaction strength. The insets show the pseudo-spin orientation and magnitude.
The helicity bands and the non-interacting Fermi surfaces are indicated for reference.
(They are also illustrated in more detail in the insets in Fig. 4.3.) In the weak SOC regime,
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−
total
FIG. 4.2: Momentum distributions, n+
(circles) for modest
k (squares), nk (triangles), nk
(α = 1.0, left column) and strong (α = 7.0, right column) SOC. From top to bottom, the rows
correspond to weak (β = 0.001), intermediate (β = 1.0), and strong (β = 10.0) interaction
strength. The non-interacting Fermi surfaces are indicated by the vertical dashed lines, and
the occupation for each band is indicated by the corresponding shaded regions (in both the
main plot and the inset). In the insets, the arrows point to the direction of hSk i, and their
size indicate its magnitude. The size of the dots represents the magnitude of ntotal
. These
k
calculations had L = 35 and N = 58 (left column) and N = 56 (right column). (Note that
different scales are used between the two columns, and between the last row and the other two
to improve clarity.)
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FIG. 4.3: Singlet (square) and triplet (circle) components of the pair wavefunction, and the
condensate fraction. (a)-(d) are for α = 1.0 and (e)-(h) are for α = 7.0. The first three panels
in each row show the wavefunctions at increasing interaction strength (β1 = 0.001, β2 = 1.0,
and β3 = 10.0, values indicated by arrows in panel (d)). The insets show the helicity bands,
ε±
k , and the non-interacting Fermi surfaces, indicated by the vertical dashed lines. The systems
are the same as in Fig. 4.2.

both helicity bands are occupied, while for strong SOC only the ε−
k band is occupied. The
transition between the two is at α = 4.0 for β = 0. Our calculations indicate a smooth
transition in the presence of interaction.
At small interaction strengths the momentum distributions deviate very little from the
non-interacting case, as expected. As β increases, the sharper features of the momentum
distributions smoothen and the distributions broaden, indicating that higher momentum
states have become occupied. At intermediate and large interaction strengths the discrepancy from the non-interacting case becomes quite apparent, as interaction dramatically
alters the structure defined by the shaded regions. For large SOC, for instance, both
bands become occupied and lower k states, which are empty in the non-interacting case,
are heavily populated.
We next examine the pairing properties of the system as a function of SOC and
interaction strength. We focus on the interplay of singlet and triplet pairing, and connect
the pairing structure to the pair wavefunction and condensate fraction. With the pairing
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operators

∆†↑ (k) = c†k↑ c†−k↑ ; ∆†↓ (k) = c†k↓ c†−k↓ ;

1 
∆†s (k) = √ c†k↑ c†−k↓ − c†k↓ c†−k↑ ,
2

(4.5)

we construct the following 3Ns × 3Ns zero-momentum pairing matrix
Mσσ0 (k, k0 ) = h∆†σ (k)∆σ0 (k0 )i,

(4.6)

with σ, σ 0 = ↑, ↓, or s. The leading eigenvalue, Nc , of the pairing matrix yields the condensate fraction, nc ≡ Nc /N . The corresponding eigenstate gives the pair wavefunction
in k-space [119]. The pair wavefunction is composed of singlet and triplet components,
|Ψc i = |Ψc,s i+|Ψc,t i. With |Ψc i normalized, we define the singlet and triplet contributions
to the condensate fraction by nc,s /nc = hΨc,s |Ψc,s i and nc,t /nc = hΨc,t |Ψc,t i respectively.
The singlet and triplet components of the pair wavefunction, and the condensate
fraction, are plotted for several representative values of SOC and interaction strength in
Fig. 4.3. The anti-symmetry of the triplet wavefunction is reflected by the presence of a
node at k = 0, while the symmetric singlet component has no node.
As SOC strength increases, the amplitude of the triplet component of the wavefunction
becomes closer to that of the singlet, and the triplet portion of the condensate fraction
grows relative to the singlet component. The total condensate fraction grows with SOC
strength, primarily a consequence of the increase in triplet pairing, which is induced by
SOC and vanishes as α → 0. BCS theory tends to over-estimate both components but is
seen to especially over-estimate the singlet component.
As interaction strength increases the sharp peaks of the wavefunction, which occur in
the vicinity of the Fermi surface, broaden and become smooth. While pairing is confined
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to the Fermi surface at weak interactions, it occurs over a wide range of momenta at
strong interactions, consistent with the modification to the momentum distribution. A
peak emerges in the singlet component at low |k|, centered around states which are unoccupied in the independent-particle picture. The pairing wavefunctions in (a) exhibit
larger peaks on the right (at larger |k|), in contrast with two relatively even peaks in (e).
This is a consequence of the very different properties of the momentum distribution. For
α = 7.0, many unoccupied momentum states are available in the vicinity of the Fermi
surface at lower |k| to facilitate pairing, which is not the case for α = 1.0.
The shape and amplitude of the singlet and triplet components of the pair wavefunction are most similar at small interaction strength, and the contributions to the condensate from singlet and triplet pairs are of roughly equal magnitude. For large interaction
strength, the amplitude of the triplet wavefunction is significantly reduced and the condensate fraction is primarily composed of singlet pairs. The triplet component of the
condensate fraction has a peak around log(kF a) = 1.0 suggesting that triplet pairing is
maximized in the crossover regime, where the strength of the interaction is large enough
to induce robust pairing, but not so large as to discourage triplet pair formation.
To probe the real-space structure of pairs and examine possible spin nematic order in
the presence of Rashba SOC, we compute the spin correlator defined as [120],

epsQ̂ij (r1 , r2 ) =

 δ ij
1 i j
Ŝ1 Ŝ2 + Ŝ1j Ŝ2i −
Ŝ1 · Ŝ2 ,
2
3

(4.7)

where the subscript refers to r1 or r2 and i and j denote x, y, and z. As depicted in Fig. 4.4,
hQxy i (and similarly, hQxx i) yields a flower-shaped pattern, a 4π rotation of the second
spin in the pair, relative to the first spin, along a circular path around the origin. This spin
rotation is illustrated in the upper right panel of Fig. 4.4, which gives the direction of the
spin along the dashed red circle in the plot of hQxy i. Similar chirality/winding behaviors
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FIG. 4.4: Real-space pairing structure, nematic order, and spin chirality index. Plotted on the
left is hQxy (0, r)i for α = 1.0, β = 0.001, with average inter-particle spacing 1/kF = 0.0524.
The right panel shows the (isotropic) spin correlation hn0↑ nr↓ i for L =11 (purple triangle), 25
(blue square), and 35 (red circle). The black diamonds plot a reference curve without SOC for
L = 25. The inset illustrates the chirality of the pair along the dashed red circle shown in the
plot of Qxy .

have been observed in pseudo-spins in layered materials [121, 122, 123, 124]. SOC causes a
dramatic difference in the spin correlation as shown in the right panel. With SOC turned
on, a significant decrease in hn0↑ nr↓ i is seen immediately beyond the central peak. However
the total density-density correlation (not shown) is essentially unchanged. This signals a
decrease in singlet pairing which is compensated for by an increase in triplet pairing.
In summary, we have developed an approach for exact numerical computations of the
ground state of the strongly interacting Fermi gas under SOC, and have provided the first
systematic results beyond mean-field theory. A detailed equation of state is obtained. The
correlation energy is seen to be nearly independent of SOC strength. Dramatic deviations
are seen from the non-interacting picture in the momentum distribution. The condensate
fraction is computed. Triplet pairing appears under SOC, and the interplay between interaction and SOC causes triplet pairing to be maximized in the crossover region. Nematic
correlation develops but no long-range order is seen. A spin chirality of 4π is seen in the
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pair state. These ab initio precision many-body results provide benchmark for theory and
can serve as a calibration for experiments.
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CHAPTER 5
Rashba SOC in 2D lattice fermions
Exotic states of matter, including high-Tc superconductivity and topological phases,
have long been a focus of condensed matter physics. However, many of these behaviors are
challenging to detect and characterize in real materials, where fixed structural and electromagnetic properties typically provide limited access to the parameter space. Modern
cooling and trapping techniques in ultracold atoms, combined with optical lattice potentials [1, 2] and artificial gauge fields [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] have opened a new window onto
these novel phases, which can be explored across broad parameter regimes well beyond
those available to experiments with real materials.
Ultracold atoms in optical lattices thus provide access to clean, tunable systems in
which to study the combination of strong interactions and spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
with extreme precision. These systems display a number of exotic phases. A thorough
understanding, and high-accuracy characterization, of these phases will have important
implications across the fields of spintronics, and quantum computation and information
[125, 126, 127], among others. eps The importance of high-accuracy numerical benchmarks has grown considerably with the recent advent of Fermi gas microscopes, capable
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of performing site-resolved measurements of lattice fermions [71, 72, 73, 74, 75]. This
expansive experimental horizon, and the promise of high-accuracy measurements of these
disorder-free and finely tunable systems, has opened a new avenue to explore many open
questions [128, 117, 129, 130, 131]. Complementary experimental and theoretical efforts
will help shed light on the novel physics realized in these systems, which combine strong
interaction, exotic pairing and superconductivity, as well as topological effects.
Despite this rapidly growing interest, the ground state properties of lattice fermions
with attractive interactions and SOC, a candidate system for the realization of many
novel phases, remain largely uncharacterized. Calculations based on mean-field theory
[130, 132, 133] have indicated a variety of interesting phases. However, these approaches
can be sensitive to the decomposition used and the corresponding symmetry-breaking
terms. To reliably determine the ground state of a strongly interacting system with coexisting orders requires a highly accurate many-body approach. Many-fermion systems
are notoriously challenging to treat theoretically or computationally. Applying several
advances in auxiliary-field quantum Monte Carlo (AFQMC) simulations [17, 18, 19], including accelerated sampling [134] with force bias [84], control of Monte Carlo variance
[79], and treatment of SOC in AFQMC [68] (as described in Chapter 3), we show that
systematic and high-precision numerical data can be obtained on the ground-state properties of this remarkable system. The spin-balanced situation, when no Zeeman field is
present, preserves time-reversal symmetry such that the calculations can be made free of
the fermion sign problem [68, 135], and the results here are unbiased and numerically exact. This work thus serves as an illustration of the power of state-of-the-art computational
approaches for exotic, strongly correlated quantum systems, in a system which is on the
verge of experimental realization.
Our results allow a quantitative description of attractive fermions with Rashba SOC
in a two-dimensional (2D) optical lattice, which displays a supersolid phase [136, 137, 138,
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139, 140] with both singlet and triplet pairing, and topological signatures. We elucidate
the unique pairing properties of the system, and their connections to the spin and momentum distributions. The interplay between pairing and the charge order at half-filling
is characterized. Moreover, we examine the edge currents to explore the emergence of
topological behavior, in the context of Majorana edge modes which are of strong current
interest.
The Hamiltonian for ultracold fermions in a 2D optical lattice with Rashba SOC is
written,

Ĥ =

X

εk c†kσ ckσ

+

kσ

+

X
k

X

Lk c†k↓ ck↑

+ h.c.

U ni↑ ni↓ ,



(5.1)

i

with εk = −2t(cos kx + cos ky ), and Lk = 2λ(sin ky − i sin kx ). The parameter t, set to unity
throughout this work, determines the strength of nearest-neighbor hopping, the parameter
λ controls the strength of SOC, and the parameter U (< 0) determines the strength of the
on-site attractive interaction, with niσ = c†iσ ciσ denoting the density operator in real-space
on site i with spin-σ (=↑ or ↓). We will focus mostly on half-filling in this chapter, with
a total number of atoms equal to the number of lattice sites.
Although the existence and stability of a supersolid (superconducting charge-densitywave) state in the attractive Hubbard model has been well understood [139, 140], the
properties of this phase in the presence of Rashba SOC remain largely uncharacterized.
Here we provide a precise characterization of this phase, and study its properties and their
interplay with SOC strength. We examine the charge order by measuring the densitydensity correlation function D(i, j) = hni nj i, with ni = (ni↑ + ni↓ ). (Expectation values
denoted by angle brackets are always taken with respect to the many-body ground state
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in this work.) Several quantities are measured to probe superfluidity, including the s-wave
pair-pair correlation P1s (i, j) = h∆†i ∆j i where ∆†i = c†i↑ c†i↓ creates a singlet-pair at lattice
site i. In periodic supercells we average over the reference site j and will label it as ’0’ for
convenience.
A characteristic example of the supersolid state is shown in Fig. 5.1. Plotted in the
upper left corner is the density-density correlation function, which provides an illustration
of the charge density wave (CDW). A clear checkerboard pattern is seen, with a persistent
alternating order. Sites that belong to the same sub-lattice as the reference have above
average occupation, while those on the other sub-lattice have below average occupation.
The amplitude of the CDW is essentially constant across the lattice. We have verified with
calculations on larger supercell sizes that the long-range values of the CDW is independent
of size, providing strong evidence of long-range order. Plotted below the density-density
correlation is the pair-pair correlation function. In this case, the presence of long-range
superfluid order is evident from the significant magnitude of the pair-pair correlation across
the lattice.
The effects of increasing SOC strength on these correlations are illustrated in the
right column of Fig. 5.1, which shows slices of the density-density correlation in the top
panel, and the pair-pair correlation in the bottom panel. The correlations evolve in equal
proportion to each other with increasing SOC, which is a reflection of the underlying
particle-hole symmetry. For small values of λ the supersolid state is robust, with charge
and superfluid orders of sizable magnitude. As SOC increases, these orders are diminished.
However, even at strong SOC, such as λ = 2.0, both remain finite.
The nature of pairing is altered in a fundamental way by the presence of SOC. The
singlet and triplet channels are mixed, resulting in a pair wavefunction with both singlet
and triplet components, Ψp = ψps + ψpt . We investigate pairing via construction and
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diagonalization of the two-body density matrix in momentum space,

ρ2 (k, χ; q, χ0 ) = h∆†χ (k) ∆χ0 (q)i,

(5.2)

with χ = s or t↑ or t↓ . The singlet and triplet pairing operators are
∆†s


1  † †
† †
= √ ck↑ c−k↓ − ck↓ c−k↑ ,
2

(5.3)

∆†t↑ = c†k↑ c†−k↑ ,
∆†t↓ = c†k↓ c†−k↓ ,

while the third component of the triplet pairing vanishes by symmetry. The leading eigenvalue, Nc , of the 3N × 3N matrix ρ2 gives the condensate fraction of the pairs [119]:
nc ≡ Nc /N . The corresponding eigenstate gives the pair wavefunction.
The structures of the pair wavefunctions, ψps (k) and ψpt (k), are illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
To better understand their physical origin, we also compute the momentum distributions,
which are shown in the left panel. At each k, the total occupancy is given by hnk i =
hc†k↑ ck↑ + c†k↓ ck↓ i. The expectations of the spin components are hSkx i = hc†k↑ ck↓ + c†k↓ ck↑ i/2,
and hSky i = hc†k↑ ck↓ −c†k↓ ck↑ i/2i, with hSkz i = 0 by symmetry here. Thus the magnitude and
orientation of hSk i can be determined. In addition, the non-interacting Fermi surfaces are
shown in the figure for reference, which are easily obtained from the two helicity branches
p 2
sin kx + sin2 ky .
of the dispersion relations, ε±
=
−2t
(cos
k
+
cos
k
)
±
2λ
x
y
k
The pair wavefunctions illustrate that triplet pairing occurs across the entirety of
both Fermi surfaces (one for each helicity band). Singlet pairing also occurs across both
Fermi surfaces, but with SOC it becomes strongly peaked near the four band-touching
points, which occur at the half-filling Fermi level at k = (±π, 0), (0, ±π). As indicated by
the spin and momentum distributions, these points have no excess spin, but are not fully
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occupied. They are also the only points in momentum-space that are surrounded by almost
anti-parallel spins. Excitation of these neighboring anti-parallel spins into the momentum
states at the band-touching points dramatically promotes singlet pairing across the Fermi
surface at these points.
Figure 5.3 plots, as a function of SOC strength, the behavior of the pair wavefunctions
in real-space, which are given by the Fourier transforms of ψps (k) and ψpt (k). For small
values of SOC the singlet pair wavefunction (right column) closely resembles the pair
wavefunction in the absence of SOC, with a large well-localized peak indicating strong
on-site pairs. However, at increasing values of SOC strength the amplitude of the central
peak is reduced and the pair wavefunction becomes less strongly localized. At large λ
this delocalization is evident from the development of additional peaks in the singlet pair
wavefunction away from the origin.
The triplet pair wavefunction at small values of SOC shows several peaks along both
diagonals, with the strongest amplitudes located at the second-nearest neighbor sites to
the origin. As the SOC strength increases, the amplitude of the pair wavefunction grows at
the third-nearest neighbor sites, finally displaying an intriguing diamond pattern of peaks
at the second- and third-nearest neighbor sites for large SOC strengths. This structure is a
consequence of the spin-flipping process introduced by the presence of SOC, which implies
that for a given spin at the origin, a parallel spin can be found two nearest-neighbor sites
away as a result of successive hops accompanied by spin flips.
The potential realization of non-trivial topological and pairing states, with exotic spin
transport properties, makes this system particularly compelling. Given that the presence
of persistent, topologically protected edge modes is an important first step towards reliable spintronic devices and quantum computation, a high-accuracy numerical treatment
of these behaviors is essential. We examine the existence and behavior of edge currents in
the system with open boundary conditions. We have verified by comparing multiple cal73

culations with periodic and open boundary conditions that the other properties discussed
so far remain consistent. In a system with open boundaries we compute the spin current
operator,

jnm,σ = −it c†mσ cnσ − c†nσ cmσ ,

(5.4)

which provides a measure of the current for spin-σ particles between sites n and m. The
top row of Fig. 5.4 plots jnm,↑ for λ = 2.0 and clearly establishes the presence of a spin
current along the boundaries of the system. The strength of this edge current increases
monotonically with increasing SOC. The current for spin-↓ is of equal magnitude and opposite direction, as required by time-reversal symmetry, such that the net current vanishes
in this system.
While the present study is focused on the spin-balanced system at half-filling, it
has been suggested [141, 142, 127] that, with the introduction of a time-reversal-symmetry
breaking Zeeman field and appropriate parameters, this system may host Majorana fermions.
Mean-field calculations at half-filling indicate that the presence of a Zeeman field, even
of considerable magnitude, is not sufficient to create spin-↑ and spin-↓ currents of different magnitude, and the system remains in a state with Chern number 0, ±2 [142]. For
doped systems, mean-field studies suggest that the spin-↑ and spin-↓ currents can have
different magnitudes, and the system can enter topologically protected phases with Chern
number 0, ±1. Consequently, the most promising parameter regimes to observe non-trivial
topological behaviors lie away from half-filling.
We investigate the effect of doping on the edge currents in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.4.
At half-filling the current has a consistent direction along the edge, with a peak at the
corners (where two edges meet). At intermediate doping the current changes direction
along the edge, and a small closed loop of current forms at each corner of the system.
With further doping, the magnitude of the current along the edge and away from the
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corners is significantly reduced, however the small loops of current at the corners of the
system remain. Near quarter-filling the current regains consistent direction, opposite to
that at half-filling, and without the current loops observed at intermediate doping. This
behavior is closely connected to the net helicity of the system, which is determined by the
+
occupation of the helicity bands, ε±
k . Away from half-filling, occupation of εk is reduced,

resulting in a reduction of the net helicity and consequently a reduction of the edge current.
At larger doping, occupation is limited to ε−
k and the net helicity of the system changes
sign, indicated by the change of direction of the current at large doping. The structures
in the current are boundary effects of the closed systems. We have verified that, in semiperiodic systems the current is essentially constant along the edge, but shows the same
trend in the dependence of the magnitude and sign on doping.
These observations leave open the intriguing question of how the supersolid state we
have characterized evolves as a function of spin-imbalance and doping. For spin-imbalanced
lattice fermions without SOC, the system supports finite-momentum pairing states, which
is seen directly in Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov type calculations [15] and can be inferred,
via particle-hole symmetry, from more rigorous many-body results on the doped repulsive
Hubbard model, which is predicted by AFQMC and other calculations [143, 144] to support
spin-density waves. Exactly how these FFLO-type pairing states compete or coexist with
possible Majorana modes in the presence of SOC is a question deserving of careful further
numerical investigation. Because of broken time-reversal symmetry, the sign problem will
reemerge, but can be systematically controlled using constrained-path AFQMC [76].
In summary we have presented the first numerically exact precision many-body study
of a system directly realizable by ultracold atom experiments in an optical lattice with artificial gauge field. The system exhibits exotic properties, with a supersolid phase containing
both singlet and triplet pairing, and topological signatures in the form of edge currents
from SOC. Using state-of-the-art quantum Monte Carlo simulations, we have provided a
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full, unbiased treatment of the many-body Schrodinger equation to reliably characterize
the effects of strong interactions and its interplay with band structure and SOC in the
ground state. We calculated edge currents, which provide a fingerprint for the presence
of topological behavior, and are a possible precursor of Majorana edge modes when the
parameter space of this system is further tuned and scanned.
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FIG. 5.1: Density-density (upper panel) and pair-pair (lower panel) correlation functions. The
left column is for one SOC strength λ = 0.25, while the right column shows the evolution versus
λ. The density plots on the left show the correlations for i running through the entire periodic
supercell (14 × 14). The upper right panel shows D(i, 0) for a slice of sites i along iy = −3,
while the lower right panel shows P1s (i, 0) for a slice along the diagonal, ix = iy .
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FIG. 5.2: Spin distribution and momentum-space pair wavefunctions. In (a) the arrow length
and direction give the magnitude and orientation of the spin expectation at each lattice momentum, and the dot size is proportional to total occupation. The amplitude of the triplet
and singlet parts of the pair wavefunction are plotted in (b) and (c), respectively, with the
non-interacting Fermi surfaces indicated by the dashed curves. The system is a 20 × 20 periodic
supercell.
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FIG. 5.3: Triplet (left) and singlet (right) pair wavefunctions in real-space. From top to bottom
λ = 0.25, 1.0, 1.5. The interaction strength is U/t = −4 and the system is a 14 × 14 periodic
supercell.
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FIG. 5.4: Edge current in the open system. The top panel shows the edge current at half-filling
for spin-↑, with the direction and magnitude of the current indicated by the arrow direction
and its color. The bottom panel illustrates the evolution of the current with doping, plotting
the current in the y-direction vs. y at x = 1.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion
Strongly interacting many-body systems present a fundamental challenge to modern
physics. The various exotic phenomena that emerge in these systems, for example highTc superconductivity, have been a focal point of research in condensed matter physics
for decades. Until recently, experiments could provide only limited access to these types
of systems. In the case of real materials with complex structures and impurities, it can
be difficult to isolate particular physical mechanisms and explore their connections to
emergent behaviors. Modern experiments with ultra-cold atoms are free from many of the
issues associated with real materials. The considerable experimental control and flexibility
achievable in cold atom systems has provided a new pathway to explore various fundamental models of condensed matter physics, many of which have been experimentally realized
using cold atoms. This new era of quantum engineering has provided tremendous opportunities for theoretical and numerical many-body methods. These techniques can now
be carefully tested and calibrated against high-accuracy experimental data, and in turn
provide physical insight as well as guidance and benchmarks to the coming generation of
experiments.
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In this thesis we have examined several exotic behaviors that emerge in different
strongly interacting many-body systems. To obtain a thorough, quantitative understanding of these phases we have employed and developed cutting-edge numerical techniques,
including Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov mean-field theory and auxiliary-field quantum Monte
Carlo. In particular, we demonstrated the unique ability of AFQMC to treat strongly
interacting many-fermion systems in the presence of SOC. The results and techniques
presented here are broadly relevant, with implications across condensed matter, atomic,
and nuclear physics. In addition, the description we provide of these exotic phases will
contribute to the development of fields ranging from spintronics to quantum computation
and information.
The first system we considered, in Chapter 2, was spin-polarized attractive fermions
in 3D optical lattices. This system is a compelling candidate in which to finally observe
the FFLO phase. While the mechanism responsible for this phase, which is characterized
by Cooper pairs with finite-momentum, was proposed over half a century ago, it has yet to
be reliably detected experimentally. This enduring challenge, as well as the potential connections between the FFLO phase and high−Tc superconductivity, has sustained interest
in the problem for decades. Given the recent experimental achievements in cold atoms,
this interest has grown considerably. The results of our systematic scan of density, polarization, and interaction strength determine the parameter regimes where the FFLO phase
is stable, regimes that may soon be accessed in experiments. We also provide a quantitative characterization of the phase in these regimes, including spin, charge, and pairing
properties. Additionally, our results help illuminate the physics of this exotic phase and
provide a crucial starting point for other many-body approaches, including AFQMC.
We next focused on the combination of spin-orbit coupling and strong interactions.
This is another area of intense recent interest driven primarily by the advances in cold atom
experiments, in particular the generation of artificial gauge fields that emulate spin-orbit
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coupling in electronic systems [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. To study the intriguing behaviors resulting from the interplay of SOC and strong interaction, we performed a set of
precision many-body AFQMC calculations. These systems may support a number of fascinating phenomena, and our calculations provide some of the first high-accuracy results
to complement and guide this experimental progress. These calculations demonstrate the
powerful capabilities of the AFQMC technique, which produces results that can be directly compared to experiment. In Chapter 3 we provided an overview of the method, as
well as the developments incorporated to treat SOC systems. Making use of this advanced
technique, we studied the effects of Rashba SOC on two strongly interacting many-fermion
systems.
Chapter 4 examines the ground-state properties of the attractive 2D Fermi gas with
Rashba SOC. We focused on the spin and momentum distributions, in addition to the
momentum-space pair wavefunctions and condensate fraction. Together these provided
a detailed picture of the pairing behavior in the presence of SOC. We also probed the
real-space structure of fermion pairs to reveal the unique pairing mechanism induced by
the presence of SOC. We showed that this mechanism, which involves a 4π rotation of
one spin in the pair about the other, is quite distinct from the formation of Cooper pairs
according to standard BCS theory.
Our study of the effects of SOC in strongly-interacting many-fermion systems concluded with Chapter 5. Here we considered attractive 2D lattice fermions with Rashba
SOC. We discovered that this system supports an exotic supersolid phase, where charge
and superfluid order coexist, and that SOC tends to diminish both orders. To illuminate the pairing behavior in the system we calculated pair wavefunctions in both real and
momentum-space. These calculations revealed the connection between the spin and momentum distributions and the formation of fermion pairs, and showed that SOC and the
presence of the optical lattice caused delocalization of the singlet pair wavefunction and a
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structure of peaks along the diagonal directions in the triplet pair wavefunction. Finally,
we calculated edge currents to examine the topological properties of the system.
Quantum engineering with ultra-cold atoms is a burgeoning field whose remarkable
recent progress has drawn considerable focus from the atomic, condensed matter, and
nuclear physics communities. In this thesis we have studied the physics of several exotic
phases that may soon be experimentally realized in cold atom emulations of various lattice
models. Through the course of this work we have demonstrated the power of the AFQMC
method to treat strongly interacting many-fermion systems in the presence of SOC. Our
numerically exact treatment of Rashba SOC in many-fermion systems provides not only a
set of unprecedentedly accurate results on a strongly interacting many-body system, but
also a method to study other many-body systems with SOC. These exciting developments
have pushed the frontier in the field of many-body physics. As we have shown in this
thesis, these systems support a number of fascinating, coexisting phenomena. The results
and techniques presented will help uncover the physics behind these exotic behaviors, and
lay the foundation for future work on more realistic models and real materials.
This combination of experimental and computational progress suggests a number
of exciting directions for future research. Building on our mean-field theory study of
FFLO phases in attractive spin-polarized fermions, a natural next step is to study similar
systems using AFQMC. In this case time reversal symmetry is broken and the sign problem
reemerges. However, this problem can be systematically controlled using the constrained
path AFQMC (CP-AFQMC) formalism [76, 17] with BCS trial wavefunctions. Another
interesting research avenue is models with long range interactions, many of which have been
recently experimentally engineered using ultra-cold dipolar gases (including some with
SOC) [145, 146]. With the appropriate modifications to the technique, these models can
be studied at high-accuracy using AFQMC. Complementary experimental and theoretical
efforts continue to advance the frontier in many-body physics. As we have shown in this
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thesis, cutting-edge numerical approaches, including AFQMC, are playing a crucial role in
advancing those efforts and greatly improving our understanding of the exotic physics of
strongly-interacting many-body systems.

APPENDIX A
Equation of state for the 2D Fermi
gas with Rashba SOC
In this appendix we provide additional data on the equation of state presented in
Chapter 4. We list in Table A.1 the equation of state data for α = 1.0, 5.0. The reference
data for α = 0.0 can be found in [4].
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log(kF a)
4.956100
4.609530
4.262960
3.804810
3.111660
2.653520
1.960370
1.411070
0.809079
0.259773
-0.342214

β
0.00025
0.0005
0.001
0.0025
0.01
0.025
0.1
0.3
1.0
3.0
10.0

α
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

EBCS /EFG
0.521454
0.521245
0.520805
0.519664
0.515351
0.507885
0.470332
0.369147
0.016098
-0.988668
-4.494136

EQMC /EFG
0.318(2)
0.303(2)
0.285(2)
0.258(4)
0.199(5)
0.143(7)
0.008(5)
-0.190(5)
-0.663(4)
-1.770(4)
-5.346(4)

4.262960
3.804810
3.111660
2.653520
1.960370
1.411070
0.809079
0.259773
-0.342214

0.001
0.0025
0.01
0.025
0.1
0.3
1.0
3.0
10.0

5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

-0.985105
-0.988789
-1.001324
-1.019979
-1.090214
-1.238449
-1.671462
-2.770084
-6.376746

-1.227(2)
-1.258(4)
-1.323(5)
-1.386(7)
-1.541(2)
-1.773(5)
-2.312(4)
-3.504(4)
-7.172(4)

TABLE A.1: Data of the equation of state presented in Fig. 4.1.

APPENDIX B
Calibration of AFQMC for 2D Fermi
gas with Rashba SOC
In this appendix we provide additional data used to calibrate the AFQMC method
employed in Chapter 4. In table B.1 we compare results for the two body problem, which
can be solved analytically, with QMC results.
log(kF a)
4.262960
0.809079
-0.342214

β
0.001
1.0
10.0

α
1.0
1.0
1.0

E
-0.013346
-0.062808
-0.30860

EQMC
-0.013370(66)
-0.062774(71)
-0.30860(34)

4.262960
0.809079
-0.342214

0.001
1.0
10.0

5.0
5.0
5.0

-0.021520
-0.11598
-0.40707

-0.021615(82)
-0.11617(13)
-0.40682(34)

TABLE B.1: Comparison of analytical results for the two-body problem with QMC results.
Results are for square lattices of dimension L = 15.

In table B.2 we compare results calculated using exact diagonalization with QMC
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results. For these results, the Hubbard dispersion is used, which gives,

Ĥ0 =

X

ĤSOC =

X

kσ

k

N
2
4
4
4
2

Lx
2
2
4
3
3

Ly
4
4
2
3
3

−2(cos kx + cos ky )c†kσ ckσ ,
2λ(sin ky − i sin kx )c†k↓ ck↑ + h.c.

U
-12.0
-12.0
-12.0
-8.0
-8.0

λ
0.2
0.2
0.6
2.0
0.5

EED
-14.01399
-27.60861
-28.02527
-26.05017
-10.71852

EQMC
-14.0114(16)
-27.6086(23)
-28.0294(18)
-26.0512(9)
-10.7181(7)

TABLE B.2: Comparison of exact diagonalization results with QMC results.

APPENDIX C
Comparison of BCS theory and
AFQMC results for 2D Fermi gas
with Rashba SOC
In this appendix we provide quantitative comparisons between results from BCS theory and the results from AFQMC presented in Chapter 4. In Fig. C.1 we plot the difference
between momentum distributions calculated using BCS theory and QMC. Note that BCS
theory gives incorrect total occupation numbers for the helicity bands, as the difference
curves integrated over k do not equal zero.
Figure C.2 plots the difference between the momentum-space pair wave functions
calculated using BCS theory and QMC.
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FIG. C.1: Difference between momentum distributions from QMC and MF, n+
k (squares), nk
(triangles) for modest (α = 1.0, left column) and strong (α = 7.0, right column) SOC. From
top to bottom, the rows correspond to weak (β = 0.001), intermediate (β = 1.0), and strong
(β = 10.0) interaction strength.
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FIG. C.2: Difference between momentum-space singlet (square) and triplet (circle) pair wave
functions from QMC and MF for modest (α = 1.0, left column) and strong (α = 7.0, right
column) SOC. From top to bottom, the rows correspond to weak (β = 0.001), intermediate
(β = 1.0), and strong (β = 10.0) interaction strength. The insets show the helicity bands, ε±
k,
and the non-interacting Fermi surfaces, indicated by the vertical dashed lines (in both the inset
and the main plot).
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